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w wˇThe prime spectra of two families of algebras, S , and S , w g W, indexed by
the Weyl group W of a semisimple finitely dimensional Lie algebra g , are studied
in the spirit of Joseph. The algebras S w have been introduced by Joseph. They are
q-analogues of the algebras of regular functions on w-translates of the open Bruhat
cell of a semisimple Lie group G corresponding to the Lie algebra g. We define a
Ž .stratification of the spectra into components indexed by pairs y , y of elements1 2
of the Weyl group satisfying y F w F y . Each component admits a unique1 2
minimal ideal which is explicitly described. We show the inclusion relation of
closures to be that induced by Bruhat order. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Quantum group theory provides ring theorists with several inter-
esting families of non-commutative algebras obtained by procedures re-
sembling deformation from certain commutative algebras, namely polyno-
mial algebras, algebras of regular functions on semi-simple algebraic
groups, etc. These deformed algebras are quite good non-commutative
algebras: they are noetherian finitely generated domains. The algebras we
shall study also have more special properties which follow from a rich
underlying combinatorial structure.
In particular, the spectra of the algebras we have studied possess a
common feature: they admit a stratification by locally closed subsets which
Ž .is due to an action of a torus. This and some extra conditions implies a
w xlot of remarkable properties of the ring}see BG . In particular, the
primitive spectrum of such a ring is the collection of the maximal elements
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of the strata. Also, the clique of any prime ideal is an orbit of a free
abelian group of automorphisms of the ring.
To get a flavor of what is going on, consider, for example, the algebra of
functions on a ‘‘quantum affine space’’ which is just a polynomial ring
w xA s k x , . . . , x subject to the skew-commutativity relations x x s1 n i j
ai j Ž .q x x , with a being an integral skew-symmetric matrix. The n-dimen-j i i j
sional torus acts naturally on A; this gives a decomposition of the prime
spectrum of A into the strata
Spec A s X@ S
 4numbered by subsets S : 1, . . . , n with X defined by the formulaS
 4X s P g Spec A ‹ x g P m i g S .S i
w wˇ1.2. In the present work we study two families of algebras, S and S ,
w g W, indexed by the Weyl group W of a semisimple finitely dimensional
w Ž w xLie algebra g. The algebras S have been introduced by Joseph see J4 ,
.Sect. 3 . They are q-analogues of the algebras of regular functions on
w-translates of the open Bruhat cell of a semisimple Lie group G corre-
sponding to the Lie algebra g.
The corresponding classical objects, the algebras of regular functions on
different w-translates of the open Bruhat cell, are polynomial algebras of
rank dim nq. A starting point of this work was whether the S w are also
isomorphic. Since their rings of fractions coincide, it may be quite difficult
to distinguish them. We propose to study this problem by two means. One
is to describe the centers of these algebras which gives a partial separation
Ž .see Sect. 9 . The other is to describe their prime spectra which is a
significant problem in its own right. In particular we describe the stratifica-
tion of their spectra whose resulting structure implies their non-isomor-
phism as graded algebras.
w Ž .The algebras S admit a structure of right U g module which comesq
Ž . w xfrom the right action of U g on the quantum function ring R G . Theq q
Ž . waction of the root torus T : U g on S can be naturally extended to anq
ˇ wˇaction of the weight torus T = T. The algebras of the second family, S ,
wˇ w ˇare obtained as the skew-products S [ S a T. From our description of
wˇthe prime spectra of S we deduce in Proposition 8.3 the following fact.
Assume that g is a simple Lie algebra and its Dynkin diagram has no
wˇ wˇX Xnon-tri¤ial automorphisms. Then S ( S implies that either w s w or
w s wX w , where w is the longest element of the Weyl group.0 0
wˇ wˇ w 0Note that S and S are opposite algebras.
The starting point of the construction of the algebras S w is the algebra
Rq which is a quantization of the algebra of global regular functions on
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w x wthe ‘‘base affine space’’ GrN, see J4 , 1.2. The algebra S is obtained as a
q w wˇzero weight space of a localization of R . This is why the algebras S , S
w ˇware denoted almost everywhere as R , R , respectively.0 0
1.2.1. In the case w s e the algebra Se is isomorphic to the quantized
Ž y. yenveloping algebra U n of the maximal nilpotent subalgebra n :q
eˇw xg}see J4 , 3.4. The prime spectrum of the algebra S was described by
w xJoseph J3 , Sect. 9. It is presented as a disjoint union of locally closed
Ž .strata X w indexed by the elements of the Weyl group. Moreover, the
l eˇŽ . Ž .strata X w admit an action of a group Z : Aut S and the quotient2
Ž . l Ž .X w rZ is isomorphic as a partially ordered set to the spectrum of a2
w xLaurent polynomial ring. The Brown]Goodearl theory BG is completely
eˇapplicable to the algebra S .
Ž .1.2.2. In this paper we present a similar description Proposition 5.3.3
wˇ Ž .of the spectrum of S for arbitrary w g W. In our case the strata X y, zw
are indexed by a more complex set: this is the collection
w
W e W [ y , z g W = W ‹ y F w F z , 4Ž .
w
where F is the Bruhat order. Note that W e W inherits an order relation
Ž . Ž X X . X Xthrough y, z % y , z iff y F y , z G z . In Corollary 6.13 we prove thaty
Ž . Ž X X .the closure of X y, z coincides with the union of X y , z satisfyingw w
Ž . Ž X X.y, z % y , z .y
w Ž .1.2.3. The spectrum of S is a union of strata Y y, z indexed by theww
Ž .same set W e W Proposition 5.3.3 . One has also a similar decomposition
q q Žof a ‘‘non-degenerate part’’ Spec R of the spectrum of R see 5.2,q
. Ž .Corollary 5.2.4 . Here the strata X y, z are indexed by the set
W e W [ y , z g W = W ‹ y F z . 4Ž .
q ŽWe deduce from this also a decomposition of the whole Spec R see
.Remark 7.6 .
Ž . Ž Ž ..The strata X y, z resp., Y y, z are isomorphic for different w : y Fw w
Ž . Ž .w F z Proposition 7.2.2 . Moreover, X y, z are all isomorphic to thew
Ž . q Ž .component X y, z of Spec R Proposition 7.3 . It turns out that theq
Ž . Ž l .component X y, z is isomorphic up to an action of a group of Z to the2
spectrum of a Laurent polynomial ring}see Theorem 7.5.
Ž . Ž .The stratum X y, z admits a unique minimal element Q y, z which we
calculate explicitly in Proposition 6.8. We deduce from this that the
Ž . Ž .stratum Y y, z also admits a unique minimal element Q y, z which canw w
Ž . Ž .be expressed through a localization of Q y, z Corollary 6.10.1 . Then the
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Ž .unique minimal element of the stratum X y, z can be written asw
ˇŽ . Ž . Ž .Q y, z a T}see Corollary 6.10.1. The prime ideals Q y, z , Q y, z ,w w
ˇ ˇŽ . Ž .Q y, z s Q y, z a T are completely prime.w w
wˇ q1.2.4. The algebras S and R turn out to satisfy some assumptions of
w xBrown]Goodearl theory BG . In the case when k is uncountable this
implies that their primitive spectra coincide with the collection of the
maximal elements of the strata. Moreover, by slightly modification of the
Ž . Žproofs, one can show that if P belongs to a component X y, z resp.,w
Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..X y, z then the whole clique of P lies in X y, z resp., X y, z .w
w Ž1.2.5. In Sect. 9 we describe the centers of the rings S note that the
wˇ .centers of S are trivial . These are polynomial algebras whose dimension
depends on w g W. The dimension of the center of S w varies from the
maximal value when w s e, w , to zero. In particular, the algebras S w are0
in general non-isomorphic.
1.2.6. In the special case g s sl the prime and the primitive spectra4
w w xof S were calculated in G1 . The results of the first draft of this paper
w xhave been announced in G2 .
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. The base field k is assumed to be of characteristic zero and K is
Ž .an extension of k q .
Let g s ny[ h [ nq be a semisimple Lie algebra with fixed triangular
 4decomposition and p s a , a , . . . , a be the corresponding set of simple1 2 l
Ž . "Ž . Ž . Ž qŽ ..roots. Let Q p s Z , Q p s "Np , P p resp., P p be the set ofp
Ž .  4 lweights resp., dominant weights and v be the set of fundamentali is1
Ž . qŽ .weights. Define an order relation on P p by m G n if m y n g Q p .
Ž .Let t be the isomorphism of the additive group Q p to the multiplicative
Ž .group T defined by t a s t , i s 1, . . . , l. We can extend t to thei i
ˇŽ .isomorphism of P p onto the weight torus T.
Ž . Ž .Let U g be the Drinfeld]Jimbo quantization of U g defined forq
w x Ž .example in J1 , 3.2.9 whose notation we retain. In this U g is a Hopfq
K-algebra generated by e , f , t , ty1, i s 1, . . . , l where l is the rank of g.i i i i
ˇ ˇŽ . Ž .Let U g be the extension of U g by the torus T. Consider theg q
Ž y. w x Ž y.subalgebra U n generated by the f , i s 1, . . . , l. By J1 , 5.3.6 U nq i q
Ž .admits a structure of a right U g -module such thatq
Ž .1 this module structure is compatible with the algebra structure of
Ž y.U n ;q
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Ž . Ž . Ž y.2 endowed with this U g -module structure U n is isomorphic toq q
Ž . Ž . Žw x .the dual dM 0 of the U g -module Verma J1 , 5.3 of highest weightq
zero.
Ž .After Lusztig]Soibelman the braid group of g acts on U g by auto-q
Ž .morphisms r such that for any t l g T one hasw
r t l s t wl ,Ž . Ž .w
where w is the image of w in the Weyl group W of g.
Fix an element w of the Weyl group and let w be a representative of w
Ž .in the braid group. The automorphism r acts on the category of U g -w q
Ž Ž .. r w wmodules by transport of structure. Denote dM 0 by S . As noted in
w x wJ1 , 10.4.9 the T-character of S is given by the formula
y1 y1w b bch S s w 1 y e s 1 y e , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Łž /y ybgD bgwD
where Dy is the set of negative roots of g. Suppose c is an automorphism
Ž . Ž Ž ..c wof U g such that the module dM 0 has the same character as S .q
Ž Ž .. ry1w c Ž .Then the module N s dM 0 has the same character as dM 0 . The
socle of N coincides with the zero weight space since N is obtained from
Ž .dM 0 by transport of structure. Hence the dual module dN is generated
by its zero weight space. Yet it is also has the same character as the Verma
Ž . Ž . Ž .module M 0 , so dN is isomorphic to M 0 , N is isomorphic to dM 0 and
Ž Ž ..c Ž Ž .. r w Ž . wdM 0 is isomorphic to dM 0 . Hence the U g -module S dependsq
only on the class w of w in the Weyl group W of g.
w x w Ž .According to J1 , 10.2.9, S admits the structure of a U g -algebra andq
ˇ Ž .this further extends to a U g -structure. Moreover one checks that theq
ˇ wŽ .U g -algebra structure on the module S is uniquely determined up to aq
scalar by its module structure and the requirement that a nonzero vector
Ž w x .of weight zero is the identity of the ring see also K , Prop. 3.2 . The
automorphism r is an algebra automorphism but it does not preserve thew
Ž .coalgebra structure of U g . Thus one should not expect that the algebrasq
wS are isomorphic for different elements w g W. Rather we obtain a
Ž .collection of U g -algebras parametrized by W which are generally dis-q
tinct. Trying to understand the possible isomorphisms between them was a
main motivation for our present work.
2.2. Let w be the longest element of the Weyl group. Consider the0
Ž .involution c of the algebra U g defined byq
c e s yf , c t s ty1 .Ž . Ž .i i i i
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Since w Dys yDy the character formula of 2.1 implies that0
cw w w w 0ch S s ych S s ch S .Ž .
Ž w .c w w 0By the reasoning of 2.1 the modules S and S are isomorphic and
hence the corresponding algebras are isomorphic. The map c is an
algebra automorphism and coalgebra antiautomorphism. The last implies
Ž . w Ž w .cthat the U g -algebras S and S have opposite algebra structures.q
Hence the algebras S w and S w w 0 are opposite.
w Ž2.3. Now we give another definition of the algebras S historically this
w x . qŽ . Ž .was the original one}see J4 , 3.1 . For each l g P p let V l be the
Ž . l Ž .Uirreducible U g module of highest weight l and c : j g V l ,q j , ¤
Ž . Ž . Ž .U w x¤ g V l be the element a ‹ j a¤ of U g . Let R G be the subalge-q q
Ž .U w xbra of U g generated as a vector space by these elements. Then R Gq q
Ž .U Ž .is a Hopf subalgebra of U g and it inherits the structure of a U g -bi-q q
algebra.
Ž . qŽ .Let u be a highest weight vector of V l and V l denote thel
w x l Ž .U qsubspace of R G generated by the c : j g V l . Then R [q j , ul
qŽ . w x q Ž .[ V l is a subalgebra of R G . Moreover R is a right U g -q q qlg P Žp .
w xsubmodule and left T-submodule of R G . The left T-action defines aq
qŽ . qP p -grading on R . Indeed the weight subspace of weight l is just
qŽ . qŽ . Ž .V l . Hence V l is invariant with respect to the right action of U gq
and the multiplication satisfies the Cartan multiplication rule:
Vq m Vq l s Vq l q m .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž qŽ .. qŽ .Let V V l denote the set of weights of V l for the right T-action
w Ž . xcounted with their multiplicities. This is just the set of weights of V l .
Ž .UFor each w g W let j be a vector of the weight wl in V l viewedwl
Ž . l Ž l . l Žas a right U g module and write c resp., c simply as c resp.,q j , u j , u wwl l l
l. l w xc . The elements c are defined up to scalars. By J1 , 9.1.10 these scalarsj w
m n mqn qŽ .  lcan be chosen so that c c s c for any m, n g P p and c s c : lw w w w w
qŽ .4 q m Ž .g P p becomes an Ore set in R . Extend c to m g P p throughw
myn mŽ n .y1 qŽ .c s c c ;m, n g P p .w w w
w qw y1 x lConsider the localized algebra R [ R c . Since each of c isw w
Ž w x . Ž .homogeneous it follows see J1 , 4.3.12 that the right action of U gq
w qŽ . q Ž .extends to R . Moreover the P p -grading on R extends to a P p -
grading on Rw; again the homogeneous components are invariant with
Ž . wrespect to the right action of U g . Thus the zero weight subspace R ofq 0
w Ž . wR with respect to the left action of T is a U g -subalgebra of R and asq
w xsuggested in J4 , 3.1, it may be viewed as a q-analogue of the algebra of
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regular functions on the w-translate of the open Bruhat cell. Since Rq is
a domain of finite Gelfand]Kirillov dimension it admits a skew-field
w yl qŽ .of fractions and thus contains the R : w g W. Again c V l ¤w
yŽ lqn . qŽ . qŽ .c V l q n ;l, n g P p . Thus one may writew
w yl q yl qR s c V l ( lim c V l . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý0 w w
q qŽ . Ž .lgP p l g P p
This implies that the rings of fractions of Rw coincide for different w.0
w x w w Ž .By J1 , 10.4.8, 10.4.10 S and R are isomorphic as U g -algebras.0 q
ˇw w ˇDenote by R the skew product of R and the fundamental torus T0 0
ˇ ˇ wŽ .through the action of T on U g -module R }see 3.2.q 0
w x q w2.4. By J4 , 6.4, 6.6, R and S are left and right noetherian. By
ˇww xMCR , 2.9 follows that R is also noetherian.0
e y ˇŽ . Ž .2.5. Set w s e. Then S is isomorphic to U n as a U g -algebra.q q
ˇ y ˇ eŽ . Ž .Consider the subalgebra U b of U g which is the skew-product of Sq q
ˇ ˇ ˇ eŽ .and T through the action of T on the U g -module S . Then theq
e Ž y. eisomorphism of S , U n with R extends to an isomorphism ofq 0
ˇ y ˇeŽ .U b with R .q 0
ˇ yw x Ž .By J3 , Section 10 the prime and primitive spectra of U b take theq
form
ˇ ySpec U b s X w ,Ž . Ž .@q
wgW
ˇ y maxPrim U b s X w ,Ž . Ž .@q
wgW
Ž .where each X w is the spectrum of some Laurent polynomial ring up to
an action of Z l and all prime ideals are completely prime.2
Ž . Ž .Each X w has a unique minimal element Q w which has the following
qŽ .nice description in the notation of 2.3. Fix w g W. For each l g P p let
Ž . qŽ .Hu g V l be a vector of the weight wl. Denote by V l the orthogo-wl w
qŽ . Ž q. Ž .Unal of the Demazure module V l [ U b u in V l , the latterw q wl
qŽ . w xidentified with V l . From J1 , 10.1.8 it follows that
Hyl q ˇQ w s c V l a T .Ž . Ž .Ý w wž /
qŽ .lgP p
2.6. An element x of a ring A is called normal if xA s Ax. If A is
prime a non-zero normal element is regular. Each regular normal element
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determines an automorphism of the ring sending a g A to the unique
element b g A such that xa s bx.
Let A be a ring, x be an element of A and c be a subset of A. Suppose
 4that the multiplicative closures of c and x are Ore sets in A. In this case
we denote the localizations of the ring A at the corresponding multiplica-
w y1 x w y1 xtive closures respectively by A c , A x .
3. TWO LEMMAS
3.1. Let S be an algebra graded by a free abelian group H. Then
Ž .LEMMA. i A graded ideal P is prime iff for any homogeneous a, b g S_ P
there exists c such that acb f P.
Ž .ii Take a prime ideal I of S and let J be a maximal homogeneous ideal
contained in I. Then J is prime.
Ž .Proof. i Assume that for any homogeneous a, b g S_ P there exists c
such that acb f P. Take any aX, bX g S_ P. We can assume that none of
the homogeneous components of aX and of bX belong to P. Fix a lexico-
Ž .graphic order on H. Denote by a resp., b the minimal homogeneous
X Ž X.component of a resp., b with respect to the order. Take c such that
acb f P. Then acX b f P for some homogeneous component cX of c. Since
the minimal homogeneous component of aXcX bX is just acX b, it follows that
aXcX bX f P so P is prime as required.
Ž .ii Observe that J is a linear span of the set of homogeneous
elements of I. Take homogeneous a, b f J. Then a, b f I so there exists c
Ž .such that acb f I. Hence acb f J that, by i , gives the required assertion.
ˇ l3.2. Let S be a K-algebra, T ( Z be a torus acting on S by right
ˇautomorphisms. Denote the action of t g T on s g S by s.t. Define an
ˇw xalgebra structure on S m K T through
s m t s m t s s s .ty1 m t t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2
ˇw xThe vector space S m K T endowed with the above algebra structure is
ˇ ˇcalled the skew-product S a T. It will be denoted also by S. Denote by
Tˇ ˇŽ .Spec S the set of T-invariant prime ideals of S.
Tˇ ˇ ˇŽ . Ž . Ž .LEMMA. i If I g Spec S then J [ I a T is prime in S and J l
S s I.
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ˇŽ .ii Assume that T acts on S by semisimple automorphisms and the set
ˇ Ž .of weights H is a subset of a free abelian group. If J g Spec S then I [ J l S
ˇis a prime T in¤ariant ideal of S.
ˇ ˇŽ .Proof. i The algebra S admits a natural grading by T through
ˇ Ž .S [ S m t. Since J is graded one can use Lemma 3.1 i . Take homoge-t
ˇneous a , a g S_ J. Write a s s t : s g S, t g T , i s 1, 2. Then s , s g1 2 i i i i i 1 2
y1 Ž y1 .S_ I so s .t g S_ I. Take g g S such that s g s .t f I. Then2 1 1 2 1
Ž . Ž y1 .a g.t a s s g s .t t t f J as required. The last part is clear.1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
ˇ ˇŽ .ii The adjoint action of T defines a H grading on S and on S.
ˇ ˇ ˇSince T ; S each two-sided ideal of S is graded so I is also graded.
Assume that I is not prime. Then, by Lemma 3.1, there exist homogeneous
ˇ ˇ ˇ ˇa, b g S_ I such that aSb : I. Then aSb s aSTb s aSbT : IT : J that
contradicts J being prime and completes the proof.
4. SOME COMMUTATION RELATIONS IN Rw0
w ŽFix w g W. For a weight vector a g R denote by lwt a respectively,
. Ž .rwt a the weight of a with respect to the left respectively, right action of
w l  4 T. If L is a subspace of R set L ‹ s a g L : lwt a s l , L ‹ s a gm
4 qŽ .L : rwt a s m . Given a weight vector j g V l ‹ it is convenient tom
write cl as cl. In all cases for which this convention is adopted it willj , u ml
mean that any formula involving these quantities hold irrespective of the
choice of the weight vectors.
qŽ . Ž yŽ .. q4.1. Let J h resp., J h denote the left ideal of R generated byl l
l X Ž X . w xXc with h - h resp., h ) h . The commutation relations J1 , 9.1.5 implyh
that the following relations holds in Rq:
Ž . n l Žl, n .yŽh , m . l n qŽ . lqni c c s q c c mod J h ‹ ,m h h m l
Ž . l n Žl, n .yŽh , m . n l yŽ . lqnii c c s q c c mod J h ‹ .h m m h l
"Ž . qIn particular, J h are two-sided ideals of R .l
qŽ . Ž yŽ . . w4.2. Let J h resp., J h denote the left ideal of R generatedl w l w 0
yl l X Ž X .Xby c c with h - h resp., h ) h .w h
qŽ . Ž qŽ .. Ž qŽ ..LEMMA. For any l, n g P p ; m g V V n , h g V V l one has
Ž . ylyn n l Žl, n .yŽh , m . ylyn l n qŽ .i c c c s q c c c mod J h ,w m h w h m l w
Ž . ylyn l n Žl, n .yŽh , m . ylyn n l yŽ .ii c c c s q c c c mod J h .w h m w m h l w
qŽ . lqn qŽ .Proof. Consider a g J h ‹ . By the definition of J h one canl l
write a s Ý cn i clX , hX - h for all i. Since lwt a s l q n one can assumei j h ii i
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that n s n for all i. Thereforei
cylyna s cylyn cn clX s b cylclX , where b g Rw .Ý Ý Ž .w w j h i w h ii i i
i i
Ž ylyn . Ž yl l .XSince lwt c a s lwt c c s 0 it follows that lwt b s 0 for all i sow w h ii
b g Rw.i 0
ylyn qŽ . lqn qŽ . ylyn yŽ . lqnConsequently c J h ‹ : J h and similarly c J h ‹w l l w w l
yŽ . Ž . Ž . ylyn: J h . Multiply relations i , ii of 4.1 by c . Then the inclusionsl w w
Ž . Ž .above give the relations i , ii .
Ž . n w4.3. For n g P p consider the inner automorphism f of R : a ‹w
cyn acn . Since f n preserves both left and right weight subspaces itsw w w
restriction on Rw gives an automorphism f n of Rw which preserves the0 w 0
 n < Ž .4right weight subspaces. Set F s f n g P p .w w
qŽ . yŽ . qŽ .Note that J w n , J n are zero ideals for any n g P p . Fromn 0 n
Ž . Ž . w n4.1 i , ii it follows that for any weight vector a g R one has ac s0 e
qŽn , rwt a.cna, acn s qŽyw 0n , rwt a.cn a. Thus cyn cn, cyn cn are normal ele-e w w w e w w0 0 0w qŽ .ments of R for all n g P p .0
Substituting m s wn in Lemma 4.2 we obtain
Ž . n Ž yl l. Žwn , hywl. yl l qŽ .i f c c s q c c mod J h ,w w h w h l w
qŽ .Moreover, J h is F -invariant.l w w
Ž . n Ž yl l. yŽwn , hywl. yl l yŽ .ii f c c s q c c mod J h .w w h w h l w
yŽ .Moreover J h is F -invariant.l w w
"Ž . yl lXLet us show that the J h are two-sided ideals. Take c c withl w w h
X ylyn qŽ . lqnh - h. As noted in the proof of Lemma 4.2 one has c J h ‹ :w l
qŽ . qŽ . ylyn l n qŽ .XJ h for any n g P p . Then c c c g J h . Thereforel w w h m l w
yl l n yn yn Ž ylyn l n . qŽ . n ynX Xc c c c s f c c c g J h . Since the elements c c gen-w h m w w w h m l w m w
w qŽ . werate R it follows that J h is a two-sided ideal of R . The same0 l w 0
yŽ .reasoning applies to J h .l w
"Ž . lSince the J h are two-sided F -invariant ideals and the c : l gl w w w
Ž . w w w "Ž . "Ž . wP p generate R over R it follows that R J h s J h R and0 l w l w
w "Ž . w w "Ž .R J h R l R s J h .l w 0 l w
qŽ . Ž qŽ .. Ž qŽ ..LEMMA 4.4. For any l, n g P p , m g V V n , h g V V l one
has
Ž . Ž yn n .Ž yl l. Žl, n .yŽ m , wl. ylyn n l qŽ .i c c c c s q c c c mod J m ,w m w h w m h n w
Ž . Ž yn n .Ž yl l. Ž m , hywl. n Ž yl l.Ž yn n . qŽ .ii c c c c s q f c c c c mod J m ,w m w h w w h w m n w
Ž . Ž yn n .Ž yl l. yŽ l, n .qŽ m , wl. ylyn n l yŽ .iii c c c c s q c c c mod J m ,w m w h w m h n w
Ž . Ž yn n .Ž yl l. yŽ m , hywl. n Ž yl l.Ž yn n . yŽ .iv c c c c s q f c c c c mod J m .w m w h w w h w m n w
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Ž . yl qŽ . l qŽ . Ž .Proof. i By 4.3, c J m c : J m . Therefore, by 4.3 i , one hasw n w h n w
cyn cn cylcl s cylfyl cyn cn clŽ . Ž .w m w h w w w m h
s qŽl , n .yŽ m , wl.cylyn cn cl mod Jq m .Ž . ww m h n
Ž .The proof of iii is similar.
Ž . Ž .ii By Lemma 4.2 i one has
cylyn cn cl s qyŽn , l.qŽ m , h .cylyn clcn mod Jq m .Ž . ww m h w h m n
Ž .Taking into account the relation above the formula i takes the form
cyn cn cylcl s qŽl , n .yŽ m , wl.cylyn cn cl s qŽ m , h .yŽwl , m .cylyn clcnŽ . Ž .w m w h w m h w h m
s qŽ m , hywl.f n cylcl cyn cn mod Jq m .Ž .Ž .Ž . ww w h w m n
Ž .The proof of iv is similar.
ˇw w5. SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF R , R0 0
ˇwIn this section we describe certain decompositions of Spec R and of0
Spec Rw. First of all, we construct a decomposition of the ‘‘non-degenerate0
q ˇwpart’’ Spec R and then deduce from it decompositions of Spec R andq 0
of Spec Rw.0
w x5.1. The following construction is similar to J1 , 9.3.8.
w ˇw qŽ .Fix P g Spec R or P g Spec R . For each n g P p set0 0
U yn nC n [ m g V V n ’j g V n : c c f P .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4Ž .mP w j
Ž . qŽ . Ž yŽ ..Obviously wn g C n . Denote by D n resp., D n the set of mini-P P P
Ž . Ž .mal resp., maximal elements of C n .P
qŽ . Ž yn n . qŽ .Fix m g D n and some a s c c f P. Then J m : P and so,P w m n w
Ž .by 4.4 ii , one has
a cylcl s qŽ m , hywl.f n cylcl a mod P .Ž . Ž .w h w w h
Thus for homogeneous b g Rw one has0
ab s qŽ m , rwt b.f n b a mod P .Ž .w
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Thus a is a normal element modulo P and hence is a non-zero divisor in
n Ž .the quotient algebra. Therefore if b g P is homogeneous then f b g P.w
Thus we have proved the
ˇ wLEMMA. Any T in¤ariant prime ideal of R is F in¤ariant.0 w
5.2. Let Pqq be the set of regular dominant weights. Set
Rqq[ Vq n ,Ž .Ý
qqngP
q  q qq 4Spec R [ P g Spec R : R › P .q
In this subsection we will find a decomposition of Spec Rq.q
q qŽ .5.2.1. Fix P g Spec R . Similar to 5.1 for each n g P p setq
U nC n [ m g V V n ’j g V n : c f P .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4mP j
Ž . qŽ . yŽ . qŽ .If C n s B set D n s D n s B. Otherwise denote by D nP P P P
Ž yŽ .. Ž . Ž .resp., D n the set of minimal resp., maximal elements of C n .P P
qŽ . qSuppose that D n / B and take c g R _ P such that lwt c s n ,P i i i i
qŽ . qŽ .rwt c \ h g D n for i s 1, 2. Then by definition P > J h and so, byi i P i n ii
Ž .4.1 i , one has
c c s qŽn i , n j.yŽh i , h j.c c mod Pi j j i
 4 Ž . Ž .  4for any i, j g 1, 2 . Therefore n , n s h , h for any i, j g 1, 2 . Sincei j i j
qq Ž . qqŽ .R › P it follows that C n / B for some n g P p . Then for anyP
qŽ . Ž . Ž .h , h g D n one has n , n s h , h and thus h s h s y n for1 2 P 1 2 1 2 q
Ž w x . w xsome y g W see J1 , A.1.17 . The reasoning in J1 , 9.3.8 shows thatq
qŽ .  4 qŽ .D l s y l for all l g P p . Similarly there exists y g W such thatP q y
yŽ .  4 qŽ .D l s y l for all l g P p .P y
Ž . q yŽ .Denote by X y , y the set of all P g Spec R such that D n sy q q P
 4 qŽ .  4 Ž . "Ž .y n , D n s y n . Since any P g X y , y contains J y n fory P q y q n "
qŽ . n nall n g P p , the relations 4.1 imply that c , c are normal modulo P.y yy q
q Ž .LEMMA 5.2.2. Take P g Spec R . Then for all m g P p the subspaceq
q m Ž q . Ž .P l R ‹ resp., P l R ‹ is stable under the right resp., left action of T.m
qŽ .  4 nProof. Take y g W such that D n s yn . Since c is normal mod-P y
Ž . lulo P, we conclude from 4.1 i that for any weight vector c and anyh
qŽ .n g P p one has
cyn clcn s qŽl , n .yŽh , yn .cl s t n .cl.t yn mod P .Ž . Ž .y h y h h
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n n Ž . Ž . q Ž .Hence ac s c t n .a.t yn modulo P for all a g R , n g P p . There-y y
Ž . Ž . Ž q m. Ž . Ž m , n .fore a g P iff t n .a.t yn g P. If a g P l R ‹ then t n .a s q a
Ž . Ž q . Ž .so a.t yn g P. Similarly if a g P l R ‹ then t n .a g P. This impliesm
the required assertion.
Remark. The lemma implies that the set of ideals from Spec Rqq
which are invariant with respect to the left action of T coincides with the
set of ideals from Spec Rq which are invariant with respect to the rightq
action of T. Therefore the same assertion holds for the ring Rw. We
Ž q.Twill denote the corresponding sets of invariant ideals by Spec R ,q
Ž w .TSpec R .
"Ž .H5.2.3. Fix y g W. Denote by V l the orthogonal of the Demazurey
"Ž . Ž ". Ž .U qŽ .module V l [ U b u in V l , the latter identified with V l .y q yl
Set
" H"Q y [ V l .Ž . Ž .Ý y
qŽ .lgP p
Ž ." "Ž . qŽ . nObserve that Q y = J yn for all n g P p so c is normal modulon y
Ž ." Ž .q Ž Ž .y .Q y . Observe also that c l Q y s B resp., c l Q y s B ifw w
Ž .w F y resp., w G y .
w x Ž .q q ŽBy J1 , 10.1.8 Q y is a completely prime ideal of R but note a
. Ž .yslight difference of notation . A similar assertion holds for Q y . The
w xreasoning in J1 , 10.1.13 shows that
Ž . Ž .y Ž .qPROPOSITION. E¤ery P g X y , y contains Q y , Q y .1 2 1 2
Ž .q Ž Ž .y.In particular, Q y resp., Q y is a unique minimal element of2 1
Ž . Ž Ž ..X e, y resp., X y , w .2 1 0
w x5.2.4. The following lemma is a particular case of J2 , 5.
Ž . l qqLEMMA. Let P g X y , y , c f P for some l g P , y g W. Then1 2 y
y F y F y .1 2
Ž .q l Ž .qProof. By Proposition 5.2.3 Q y : P so c f Q y . The definition2 y 2
Ž .q qŽ . qŽ . qŽ . w xof Q y implies that u g V l so V l : V l . By J1 , 4.4.5 it2 yl y y y2 2
follows that y F y . Similarly y F y.2 1
Ž . Ž .In particular, by the definition of X y , y , if P g X y , y then1 2 1 2
cl f P. Therefore y F y . Sety 1 21
W e W [ y , y g W = W ‹ y F y . 4Ž .1 2 1 2
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COROLLARY.
Spec Rqs X y , y .Ž .@q 1 2
Ž .y , y gW e W1 2
Ž .Remark. It will be shown that each X y , y is non-empty.1 2
ˇw5.3. In this subsection we will define decompositions of Spec R ,0
Spec Rw which are similar to the above decomposition of Spec Rq.0 q
ˇq w TŽ .5.3.1. In order to relate Spec R and Spec R recall thatq 0
l rw 0q w wR ¤ R ¢ R , 3Ž .0
where r is the natural embedding and l is the localization map. For a0 w
q Ž w . w Ž . w Žtwo-sided ideal I of R resp., of R denote the ideal R l I R resp.,0 w
w Ž . w . w l Ž r.R r I R of the ring R by I resp., by I .0
Let us show that the correspondence I ‹ I r defines an order preserving
injective map
ˇ TTw wr : Spec R “ Spec R .Ž .Ž .0
 n 4 w  n 4In fact, the torus c acts on R by automorphisms f andw n g P Žp . 0 w
w w ˇ w 4R s R a c . Let P be a T invariant prime ideal of R . Then, by0 w 0
r Ž  n 4 .Lemma 5.1, P is F invariant. Then P s P a c is prime byw w n g P Žp .
Ž . r wLemma 3.2 i and is obviously T invariant. Moreover, P l R s P. This0ˇw T w TŽ . Ž .gives an order preserving injection of Spec R into Spec R .0
w x q Ž .Furthermore, by MCR , 2.1.16 and the noetherianity of R 2.4 , lw
l Ž q.induces an order preserving bijection P ‹ P with inverse Q ‹ Q l R
q  q 4 wof Spec R [ P g Spec R ‹ P l c s B onto Spec R . Since this bijec-w w
tion maps T invariant prime ideals to T invariant prime ideals, it induces
ˇw T q TŽ . Ž .an order preserving injection of Spec R into Spec R . We may0 w
summarize the above by the following diagram:
r; ˇT T Tq w wSpec R “ Spec R ¢ Spec R 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w 0
Remark. Let Q g Spec Rq be a T invariant completely prime ideal.w
Then
Q [ Ql l Rw s cyl Q l Vq lŽ .Ž .Ýw 0 w
qŽ .lgP p
ˇ w Ž .is a T invariant completely prime ideal of R so, by Lemma 3.2 i ,0
ˇ ˇ ˇwŽ .Q [ Q a T is a completely prime ideal of R .w w 0
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ˇ Xw T r qŽ . Ž .5.3.2. Fix P g Spec R and set P s P l R .0
r w Ž yn n . n XSince P l R s P it follows that c c g P iff c g P . Therefore0 w j j
"Ž . "Ž . X "Ž . "Ž . qŽ .XJ m : P iff J m : P . Hence D n s D n for all n g P p .n w n P P
X q q "Ž .Since P g Spec R : Spec R there exist y g W such that D nw q " P
"Ž .  4 XXs D n s y n . Since P l c s B, we conclude from Lemma 5.2.4P " w
that y F w F y .y q
w ˇw XŽ .5.3.3. Fix P g Spec R resp., P g Spec R and let P be a maximal0 0
ˇ X w "Ž . Ž .T invariant ideal contained in P resp., P s P l R . Then D n s0 PˇX" q w T "Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .XD n for all n g P p . By Lemma 3.2 P g Spec R . Hence D nP 0 P
 4s y n for some y such that y F w F y . Set" " y q
w
W e W [ y , y ‹ y F w F y . 4Ž .1 2 1 2
w
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Fix y , y g W e W and let X y , y resp., Y y , y denote the1 2 w 1 2 w 1 2
ˇw w yŽ . Ž .  4set of all P g Spec R resp., P g Spec R such that D n s y n ,0 0 P 1
qŽ .  4 qŽ .D n s y n for all n g P p . We summarize the results above by theP 2
PROPOSITION.
ˇwŽ . Ž .i Spec R s X y , y@0 w 1 2
w
Ž .y , y gW e W1 2
Ž . w Ž .ii Spec R s Y y , y .@0 w 1 2
w
Ž .y , y gW e W1 2
6. THE STUDY OF THE STRATA
Ž .The goal of this section is to show that for each y , y g W e W the1 2
Ž . q Ž .component X y , y of Spec R has a unique minimal element Q y , y .1 2 1 2
ˇŽ . Ž . ŽMoreover for y F w F y the ideals Q y , y , Q y , y notation of1 2 1 2 w 1 2 w
. Ž . Ž .Remark 5.3.1 are unique minimal elements of Y y , y , X y , y ,w 1 2 w 1 2
respectively.
The first step is to show that for all y F w
q y
Q y , w [ Q w q Q yŽ . Ž . Ž .w w w
is a completely prime ideal of Rw. We prove this in 6.6 using some0
properties of the automorphisms F obtained in 6.1]6.5.w
˜ q yŽ . Ž . Ž .However the ideal Q y, w [ Q w q Q y in general is not a prime
q Ž .ideal of R see Example 6.9 . In Proposition 6.8, we show that its
˜Ž . Ž .saturation Q y, w [ Q y, w : c is completely prime and it is a uniquew
Ž . Ž .minimal element of X y, w . We prove it by induction on y, w g W e W.
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Ž .In Lemma 6.10 we verify that Q y , y l c is empty if y F w F y .1 2 w 1 2
ˇŽ . Ž .By Remark 5.3.1, it implies that Q y , y , Q y , y are completely1 2 w 1 2 w
Ž . Ž .prime; they are unique minimal elements of Y y , y , X y , y , respec-w 1 2 w 1 2
tively.
In 6.11 we give a combinatorial description of the inclusion relation on
Ž .the set of ideals Q y , y .1 2
Notation 6.1.
6.1.1. Retain notation associated to the quantized enveloping algebra
Ž . Ž .  n 4 Ž Ž .U g }see 2.1. For i s 1, . . . , l set w a [ max n : a. f / 0 resp., « aq i i i
 n 4. q Ž . Ž .[ max n : a.e / 0 for all a g R non-zero; also set w 0 [ 0, « 0 [i i i
0. Note that
w ab s w a q w b for non-zero a, b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
a , rwt a s w a y « a for any weight vector a.Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
q U w iŽa. ŽLet a g R be a non-zero weight vector. Define a. f [ a. f resp.,i i
U « iŽa..a.e [ a.e . Furthermore for a fixed reduced decomposition w si i
Ž . U U U Ž Us ??? s resp., ww s s ??? s set a. f [ a. f ??? f resp., a.e [i i 0 j j w i i w1 r 1 p 1 rU U .a.e ??? e .j j1 p
qŽ . Ž .U Ž . qŽ .Recall that V n ( V n as right U g modules for all n g P p .q
qŽ .In particular V n has the highest weight n and the corresponding
highest weight vector is annihilated by the f : i s 1, . . . , l rather than byi
Ž n . Ž Ž n . . Žthe e . Moreover « c s 0 resp., w c s 0 if s w - w resp., if s w )i i w i w i i
. n U n n U nw . It implies that c . f s c , c .e s c up to non-zero scalars.w w e w w w 0
 4 Ž .Fix i g 1, . . . , l . Suppose a, b are weight vectors and set w a s n,i
Ž . X Ž . Ž . X« a s n , w b s m, « b s m . Sincei i i
D f s f m 1 q t m f , D e s e m ty1 q 1 m eŽ . Ž .i i i i i i i i
it follows that there exist P n g KU such that P m s P m andmq n mqn mqn
ab . f U s P n qŽm a i , rwt a. a. f U b. f U ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i mqn i i
ab .eU s P n
X
X X qyŽ n
X
a i , rwt b. a.eU b.eU .Ž . Ž . Ž .i m qn i i
6.1.2. Fix w g W. Using notations of 5.2.3 set
" Hyn "Q y [ C V n .Ž . Ž .Ýw w y
qŽ .ngP p
Ž .q Ž Ž .y. wThe ideal Q y resp., Q y does not coincide with R iff y G ww w 0
ˇŽ .resp., y F w . In this case, by Remark 5.3.1, it is a T invariant completely
prime ideal of Rw.0
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Recall that f n : a ‹ cyn acn is an automorphism of Rw and of Rw. Byw w w 0
Ž ."Lemma 5.1 the Q y are F invariant.w w
yŽ . qŽ .DEFINITION 6.1.3. Fix w g W. For h g wQ p call l g P p suffi-
yl Ž .q wciently large for h if the natural embedding c V l ‹ ¤ R ‹ isw wlqh 0 h
w Ž .bijective. Since dim R ‹ - ‘ the existence of such l follows from 2 .0 h
yŽ .LEMMA 6.2. Take h g wQ p and choose l sufficiently large for h.
qŽ .Then V l ‹ is F in¤ariant.wlqh w
w qŽ .Proof. Identify the vector spaces R ‹ and V l ‹ through the0 h wlqh
map a ‹ cl a.w
An automorphism f n leaves Rw ‹ invariant. Then for any a g Rw ‹w 0 h 0 h
one has
n l yn l n l n l w qf c a s c c a c s c f a g c R s V l .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w w w w w w w 0 wlqhh
Remark. Actually we showed that the bijection between Rw ‹ and0 h
qŽ .V l ‹ commutes with the action of F .wlqh w
yŽ .6.3. Fix h g wQ p and choose l sufficiently large for h. Let us show
that the eigenvalues of f n on Rw ‹ are some integer powers of q. For thisw 0 h
w qŽ .we identify R ‹ with V l ‹ and will study the change of the0 h wlqh
eigenvalues when we pass from f n to f n .w s wi
q qŽ . Ž .Let K be the algebraic closure of K. Set V l s V l m K.K
q l qŽ . Ž .LEMMA 6.3.1. Fix n , l g P p . Suppose c g V l is a weight ¤ectorj
such that
n m l qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .a f c g V l for all m g N,w j
n r lŽ . Ž . Ž .b f y s ? id c s 0 for some s g K, r g N.w j
Then
Ž .  4i If i g 1, . . . , l is such that s w - w theni
m Un l qf c . f g V l for all m g N andŽ .Ž . Ž .s w j ii
r UX XUn l Žrwt j , wn .yŽrwtŽ j . f . , s wn .i if y s ? id c . f s 0 where s s s ? q .Ž . Ž .s w j ii
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Ž .  4ii If i g 1, . . . , l is such that s w ) w theni
m Un l qf c .e g V l for all m g N andŽ .Ž . Ž .s w j ii
r UX XUn l yŽrwt j , wn .qŽrwtŽ j .e . , s wn .i if y s ? id c .e s 0 where s s s ? q .Ž . Ž .s w j ii
Ž .Proof. We prove i by induction on the nilpotence degree r. Fix i and
Ž n .set w [ w , f [ f , m [ w c . Since s w - w it follows from 6.1.1 thati i w i
cn . f m s cn up to a non-zero scalar.w s wi
l Ž n .Ž l. Ž n . ry1Ž l .Set c [ f y s ? id c . Then f y s ? id c s 0 and alsoj w j w j1 1
n m l q n l l lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .f c g V l for all m g N. One has f c s sc q c or, inw j w j j j 1
other words,
clcn s scn cl q cn cl . 5Ž .j w w j w j 1
If r s 1 then j s 0 otherwise rwt j s rwt j .1 1
Ž l. Ž l . Ž l n . Ž l n .Set n [ w c , n [ w c . Then w c c s m q n, w c , c sj 1 j j w j w1 1
Ž .m q n . From the formula 5 it follows that m q n F m q n. Therefore1 1
n F n.1
mq n Ž .Act by f on the both sides of 5 . Applying 6.1.1 we get
qŽm a , rwt j . cl. f U cn s qŽna , wn . scn cl. f U q cn cl . f n . 6Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /j s w s w j s w ji i i 1
Note that
rwt j , wn y rwt j . f U , s wnŽ . Ž .Ž .i i
s rwt j , wn y rwt j q na , wn q maŽ . Ž .
s y na , s wn y ma , rwt j s na , wn y ma , rwt j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i
Ž .Therefore the formula 6 implies that
f n y sX ? id cl. f U s sXrs cl . f n . 7Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .s w j ji 1
Since j s 0 for r s 1, the assertion for this case immediately follows1
Ž .from 7 .
Suppose n - n. Then cl . f n s 0 so the assertion holds. Finally, if1 j 1
l n l U Ž U . Ž U .n s n then c . f s c . f and rwt j . f s rwt j . f . The induction1 j j 11 1
hypothesis implies that
mry1X U Un l n l qf y s ? id c . f s 0, f c . f g V lŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .s w j s w ji 1 i 1
for all m g N.
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Ž . Ž .Taking into account 7 we get the required assertion. The proof of ii is
completely similar.
Ž .6.3.2. Recall that see 4.3
cyn clcn s qŽn , myl.cl, cyn clcn s qyŽw 0n , myw 0 l.cl.e m e m w m w m0 0
Thus all eigenvalues of the automorphisms f n, f n are integer powerse w 0
of q. Using Lemma 6.3.1, we conclude that for any w g W all eigenvalues
of the automorphisms f n are integer powers of q. Therefore for eachw
w Ž . n Ž . Ž m , n .F -eigenvector a g R there exists m g Q p such that f a s q a.w w
Ž .This element m g Q p will be called an eigenvalue of F . From this wew
make the following
w Ž .DEFINITION 6.4. For a g R set wt a [ m g Q p ifw
r
n Ž m , n .;n ’ r g N : f y q id a s 0.Ž .w
6.4.1. Suppose a g Rq is homogeneous and wt a is defined. Then byw
Ž U . Ž Ž U .. ŽLemma 6.3.1 wt a. f resp., wt a.e is defined for s w - w resp.,s w i s w i ii i
.s w ) w and satisfies the following relations:i
y1U Uy1¡wt a q w rwt a s wt a. f q s w rwt a. f if s w - wŽ . Ž . Ž .w s w i i i ii~
y1U Uy1¢wt a y w rwt a s wt a.e y s w rwt a.e if s w ) w.Ž . Ž . Ž .w s w i i i ii
Ž .By induction on the length of w resp., ww we obtain0
wt a q wy1 rwt a s wt a. f U q rwt a. f U ,Ž . Ž .w e w w
wt a y wy1 rwt a s wt a.eU y w rwt a.eU .Ž . Ž .w w w 0 w0
Taking into account that
wt cl s rwt cylcl , wt cl s yw rwt cylclŽ . Ž .e j e j w j 0 w j0 0
by 6.3.2, we deduce the
PROPOSITION. Take a weight ¤ector cl such that wt cl is defined. Thenj w j
wt cl q wy1 rwt cylcl s 2 rwt cylcl U ,Ž . Ž .w j w j e j . f w
wt cl y wy1 rwt cylcl s y2w rwt cylcl U .Ž . Ž .w j w j 0 w j .e0 w
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Consider a g Rw ‹ such that wt a is defined. Note that wt a s0 h w w
Ž l . Ž . Žwt c a for all l g P p . Choose l sufficiently large for h Definitionw w
. l l6.1.3 and set c [ c a. Then from the proposition above we getj w
wt a q wy1h s 2 rwt cylcl U g 2Qy pŽ .Ž .w e j . f w
and
wt a y wy1h s y2w rwt cylcl U g 2Qq p .Ž .Ž .w 0 w j .e0 w
Hence
wy1h F wt a F ywy1h . 8Ž .w
y1 yŽ .Note that w h g Q p .
˜6.5. Fix w g W. Consider a twisted system of automorphisms F [w
˜n w 4f of R given byw 0
a ‹ qŽwy1 rwt a , n .f n a , for any weight vector a.Ž .w
qŽ . Ž .q qŽ . Ž .Since J wn ; Q w for all n g P p , Lemma 4.2 i implies that forn w w
w n Ž . Žn , ywy1 rwt a. Ž .qany weight vector a g R one has f a s q a mod Q w .0 w w
Therefore
qn wf˜ a s a mod Q w for all a g R . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .ww 0
Ž . Ž . wFor each m g Q p denote by L w, m ‹ the maximal subspace of R ‹h 0 h
˜n Žn , m .Ž . Ž .on which all the endomorphisms f y q id , n g P p act nilpotently.w
Ž . Ž .Set L w, m [ [ L w, m ‹ . One hashh
L w , m s a g Rw ‹ wt a s m y wy1 rwt a . 10Ž . Ž . 4Ý 0 w
Ž .Then 8 implies that
Rw s L w , m .Ž .[0
ymg2 Q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Observe that L w, m L w, n : L w, m q n so L w, 0 is a subalgebra of
w XŽ . Ž .R . Set L w [ [ L w, m .0 m / 0
Ž . Ž .q XŽ . w Ž .LEMMA 6.5.1. i One has Q w s L w . In particular R s L w, 0 [w 0
Ž .qQ w .w
Ž . l lii Take a weight ¤ector c such that wt c is defined. Thenj w j
ql l y1c g Q w m wt c q w j y l / 0.Ž .j w j
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Ž . qŽ . Ž .Proof. i Fix m / 0 and n g P p such that n , m / 0. Take a g
˜n Žn , m . rŽ . Ž . Ž .L w, m . Since f y q id a s 0 for some r g N, we conclude fromw
Ž . Ž .q XŽ . Ž .qthe formula 9 that a g Q w . Hence L w : Q w .w w
Ž .q XŽ .Now suppose that Q w › L w . Then there exists a weight vectorw
Ž .q Ž . Ž . Ž .qa g Q w such that a g L w, 0 . The formula 9 implies that Q w isw w
˜ ˜v iŽ .F invariant. Since for each i the endomorphism f y id acts onw w
Ž .L w, 0 nilpotently one can assume that a is an eigenvector that is
˜n Ž . Ž .f a s a for all n g P p . Choose l sufficiently large for rwt a and writew
a s cylcl.w j
˜nFrom Proposition 6.4.1 and the definition of f we conclude thatw
Ž yl l . l lU Urwt c c s 0 and so c s c up to a non-zero scalar. Thereforee j . f j . f lw w
0 / j . f U ¤ s j . f n1 ??? f nr ¤ s j f n1 ??? f nr ¤ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w l i i l i i l1 r 1 r
w x Ž n1 nr . qŽ . Ž Ž .q.By J1 , 4.4.6 f ??? f ¤ g V l so j V l / 0.i i l w w1 r
yl l Ž .q l Ž .q Ž Ž .q.However a s c c l Q w that is c g Q w . Hence j V l s 0w j w j w
giving the required contradiction.
Ž . l Ž .q yl l Ž .q Ž . Ž .ii Recall that c g Q w iff c c g Q w . Then i and 10j w j w
imply the required assertion.
˜nŽ . Ž .Remark. The lemma above and the formula 9 imply that f a s aw
qŽ . Ž .for all n g P p iff a g L w, 0 .
Ž . Ž .q Ž .yLEMMA 6.6. Q y, w [ Q w q Q y is a completely prime ideal ofw w w
Rw for all y F w.0
y ˜Ž .Proof. By Lemma 5.1 Q y is F invariant so F invariant. Byw w w
Ž . XŽ . Ž .qLemma 6.5.1 i L w s Q w thereforew
yXQ y , w s L w [ L w , 0 l Q y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .w w
Consequently,
yX XwR rQ y , w s L w , 0 [ L w r L w , 0 l Q y [ L wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .w w0
y( L w , 0 r L w , 0 l Q y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .w
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .y.To show that L w, 0 r L w, 0 l Q y is a domain, observe that, byw
Ž .y w Ž .6.1.2, Q y is a completely prime ideal of R . Since L w, 0 is aw 0
w Ž Ž . Ž .y.subalgebra of R it follows that L w, 0 l Q y is a completely prime0 w
Ž .ideal of L w, 0 .
6.6.1. Similar to 6.5 one can consider a twisted system of automor-
˜n w yŽwy1 rwt a, n . n 4 Ž .phisms f of R given by a ‹ q f a , on any weight vectorw 0 w
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Ž .a. Then reasoning similar to 6.5.1]6.6 shows that Q w, y is a completelyw
prime ideal of the ring Rw for all y G w.0
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .6.7. Fix y, w g W e W. By 5.2.3 every P g X y, w contains Q y, w
y q ˜Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .[ Q y q Q w . The ideal Q y, w is not in general prime. We
Ž˜ .describe now an operation which, being applied to Q y, w , gives a prime
ideal.
Recall that for all z g W the set c is an Ore set in Rq. Let I be az
two-sided ideal in Rq such that I l c s B. We define the saturation of Iz
along c by the formulaz
q q y1I : c s Ker R “ R rI c .Ž .Ž .z z
q n ˜Ž . Ž .For all n g P p the c is normal modulo Q y, w and modulo anyw
Ž .P g X y, w . Therefore P : c s P. Since the saturation along c pre-w w
Ž˜ .serves the inclusion relation of ideals, it follows that P = Q y, w : c forw
Ž .all P g X y, w . Set
˜Q y , w [ Q y , w :Ž . Ž .
y qq q lc s a g R ‹ ’l g P p s.t . c a g Q y q Q w .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4w w
w q ˇŽ . Ž . Ž .Therefore Q y, w s R Q y, w l R . By Lemma 6.6 Q y, w is a Tw w
w Ž .invariant completely prime ideal of R . By 5.3.1 this implies that Q y, w0
is a T invariant completely prime ideal of Rq.
Ž . qPROPOSITION 6.8. The T in¤ariant completely prime ideal Q y, w of R
Ž . Ž .is the unique minimal element of X y, w for all y, w g W e W.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By 6.7 any P g X y, w contains Q y, w , which is a T invariant
completely prime ideal of Rq. Therefore it is sufficient to show that
Ž . Ž .Q y, w g X y, w .
Recall that
y qq q lQ y , w s a g R ‹ ’l g P p s.t . c a g Q y q Q w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4w
Ž . n Ž .Since c l Q y, w s B, it suffices to check that c f Q y, w for allw y
qŽ . Ž .n g P p . We prove this by induction. Namely, from the pair y, w g
n Ž . Ž X.W e W such that c g Q y, w we will construct a pair s y, w g W e Wy i
n Ž X. Ž .such that s y ) y and c g Q s y, w . Note that w , z g W e W forcesi s y i 0i
n Ž .z s w . Since c f Q w , w we will thus obtain a contradiction. The0 w 0 00
required assertion is proved in 6.8.1]6.8.5 below.
qŽ . n Ž .6.8.1. Suppose that there exists n g P p such that c g Q y, w .y
yn n Ž . Ž .Then c c g Q y, w . Set h [ yn y wn . By 6.5 and the proof ofw y w
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Lemma 6.6 one can write
m
yn nc c s b , 11Ž .Ýw y j
js0
where the b are weight vectors of the weight h, the values wt b arej w j
Ž . Ž .y Ž .qdefined and pairwise distinct, b g L w, 0 l Q y and b g Q w for0 w j w
j s 1, . . . , m.
Ž .Choose m sufficiently large for h see Definition 6.1.3 such that m ) n
and set l [ m y n . For i s 0, . . . , m set d [ c mb . Then multiplying thei w i
Ž . mrelation 11 by c we getw
m
l nc c s d , 12Ž .Ýw y j
js0
Ž .ywhere the d are weight vectors of the weight wl q yn , d g Q y andj 0
Ž .qd g Q w for j s 1, . . . , m. Note that wt d s wt b .j w i w i
w x y Ž . yŽ .6.8.2. Fix i such that s y ) y. Then k e V m s V m , so d gi i s y y 0i
Ž .y r Ž .yQ y implies d .e g Q s y for any r g N. Set e s e , « s « .0 i i i i
6.8.3. Assume that s w - w.i
Ž .q Ž q. Ž . Ž l n . USince Q w is U n invariant the relation 12 implies that c c .eq w y
Ž .y Ž .q l n Ž l n . Ug Q s y q Q w . Since c c s c c .e up to a non-zero scalar iti w s y w yi
l n Ž .y Ž .qfollows that c c g Q s y q Q w .w s y ii
6.8.4. Assume that s w ) w. Then up to a non-zero scalar one hasi
m
Ul n l n nc c s c c .e s d .e , for some n g N. 13Ž .Ž . Ýs w s y w y ji i
js0
Ž . n Ž .qLet us check, using Lemma 6.5.1 ii , that d .e g Q s w for j s 1, . . . , m.j i
Then, by 6.8.2, it implies that
y ql nc c g Q s y q Q s w .Ž . Ž .s w s y i ii i
q Ž . Ž y1For a g R , z s w or z s s w we set q a [ wt a q z rwt a yi z z
. Ž .lwt a provided the right-hand side is defined. If q a is defined then, byz
Ž . Ž .q Ž . Ž U .Lemma 6.5.1 ii , a g Q z iff q a / 0. By 6.4.1 wt d .e is definedz s w ji
and
y1U Uy1wt d y w rwt d s wt d .e y s w rwt d .e . 14Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w j j s w j i ji
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Ž U .Since lwt d .e s lwt d this implies thatj j
y1U U y1q d .e y q d s 2 s w rwt d .e y w rwt d .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /s w j w j i j ji
Assume that d .en s d .eU for some j / 0. Thenj j
y1 U y1s w rwt d .e y w rwt dŽ . Ž .i j j
y1 l n y1 l ns s w rwt c c y w rwt c c s 0Ž . Ž .Ž .i s w s y w yi i
Ž U . Ž . Ž .q U Ž .qso q d .e s q d . Since d g Q w it follows that d .e g Q s w .s w j w j j j ii
Now let us show that d .en / 0 iff d .en s d .eU. Observe that, by 6.8.1,j j j
the values wt d are pairwise distinct for j s 0, . . . , m so the left-handw j
Ž .sides of the equality 14 are also pairwise distinct for j s 0, . . . , m. This
 U4m Ximplies that the elements d .e are linearly independent. Set n [j js0
Ž .max « d . Then0 F jF m j
m
X X Ul n n nc c .e s d .e s d .e / 0.Ž . Ý Ýw y j j
Xjs0 Ž .j : « d snj
Ž . X n nComparing with the relation 13 we get n s n and d .e / 0 iff d .e sj j
d .eU as required.j
Ž . Žw x .6.8.5. Set s w w s max s w, w . Since y F w it follows J1 , A.1.7 thati i
s y F s w w.i i
l n Ž .y Ž .qRecall our assumption that c c g Q y q Q w for some pairw y
Ž .y, w : y F w. Suppose y / w so there exists i such that s y ) y. Then we0 i
conclude by 6.8.3, 6.8.4 that
y ql nc c g Q s y q Q s w w ,Ž . Ž .s w w s y i ii i
Ž .so the assumption holds for the pair s y, s w w , where y - s y F s w w.i i i i
Ž . l n Ž Ž .yBy induction the assumption holds for the pair w , w : c c g Q w0 0 w w 00 0
Ž .q.q Q w .0
Ž .q Ž . Ž .y l n Ž Ž .yHowever Q w s 0 , c l Q w s B. Hence c c f Q w q0 w 0 w w 00 0 0qŽ . .Q w which gives a contradiction.0
Ž .XRemark. Using 6.6.1 we could prove equally that the ideal Q y, w [
Ž˜ . Ž .Q y, w : c is the unique minimal element of the component X y, w .y
Ž . Ž .XTherefore Q y, w s Q y, w .
EXAMPLE 6.9. The present example illustrates that in general
y q
Q s , s s / Q s q Q s s .Ž . Ž . Ž .a a b a a b
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Put g s sl . The diagrams below show the intersection of prime ideals3
Ž .y Ž .q q qŽ .Q s Q s , Q s s of the ring R with the right modules V s V v ,a a b a
qŽ . qŽ . qŽ .V v , V v q v s V a q b .b a b
qŽ .Observe that V a q b ‹ is two dimensional. It is spanned by a vector0
Ž y.c orthogonal to the zero weight vector in U b u and a vector c1 q s Žaqb . 2a
Ž q.orthogonal to the zero weight vector in U b u , where u ,q s s Žaqb . s Žaqb .a b a
qŽ .u are the extreme weight vectors of V a q b of the correspond-s s Žaqb .a b
ing weights.
In the diagram describing the pair Q, V we mark with black color the
weight vectors of V belonging to Q l V.
Ž .yThe ideal Q s .a
Ž .qThe ideal Q s s .a b
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Note that
y qv va b ˜c c g Kc q Kc ; Q s , s s s Q s q Q s s .Ž . Ž . Ž .s s 1 2 a a b a a ba b
˜ vbŽ . Ž . Ž .By Remark 6.8 Q s , s s s Q s , s s : c so c g Q s , s s . Yeta a b a a b s s a a ba b
Ž .y Ž .qthis weight vector does not belong to either Q s nor Q s s anda a b
Ž . Ž .y Ž .qhence not to their sum. Hence Q s , s s / Q s q Q s s .a a b a a b
w
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6.10. For all y , y g W e W one has Q y , y l c s B.1 2 1 2 w
n Ž . qŽ .Proof. Suppose that c g Q y , y for some n g P p . This meansw 1 2
l n Ž Ž .y Ž .q. qŽ .that c c g Q y q Q y for some l g P p . Since y F w theny w 1 2 12
Ž .y Ž .y l n Ž Ž .y Ž .q.Q y : Q w . Therefore c c g Q w q Q y in contradiction to1 y w 22
Proposition 6.8.
Ž .The ideal Q y , y is T invariant. Therefore, by Remark 5.3.1,1 2
Q y , y [ cyl Q y , y l Vq lŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý1 2 w 1 2w
qŽ .lgP p
ˇ wis a T invariant completely prime ideal of R and0
ˇ ˇQ y , y [ Q y , y a TŽ . Ž .1 2 1 2w w
ˇwis a completely prime ideal of R .0
w
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 6.10.1. i For each y , y g W e W the component1 2
Ž . w Ž .Y y , y of Spec R has a unique minimal element Q y , y which is aw 1 2 0 1 2 w
ˇcompletely prime T in¤ariant ideal.
w wˇŽ . Ž . Ž .ii For each y , y g W e W the component X y , y of Spec R1 2 w 1 2 0
Žˇ .has a unique minimal element Q y , y which is completely prime.1 2 w
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since Q y , y is a unique minimal element of X y , y , it1 2 1 2
ˇŽ . Ž .follows, by 5.3.2, that Q y , y g Y y , y and, moreover, it lies in all T1 2 w w 1 2
Ž . Ž . Žinvariant ideals of Y y , y . By 5.3.3 every P g Y y , y resp., P gw 1 2 w 1 2
ˇ XŽ .. Ž .X y , y contains some T invariant ideal P g Y y , y . Hencew 1 2 w 1 2
ˇŽ . Ž Ž . .Q y , y ; P resp., Q y , y ; P as required.1 2 w 1 2 w
6.11. Define an order relation on W e W by the formula
y , z % yX , zX iff y F yX , z G zX .Ž . Ž .y
Ž ." X Ž .y Ž X.yThe definition of Q y implies that for y F y one has Q y : Q y
Ž Ž .q Ž X.q.resp., Q y = Q y . Similarly one has
Ž . Ž . Ž X X. Ž . Ž X X.PROPOSITION. i Q y, z : Q y , z iff y, z % y , z .y
Ž . Ž . Ž X X. Ž . Ž X X.ii Q y, z : Q y , z iff y, z % y , z .w w y
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Ž . Ž . Ž X X. l l Ž .X XProof. i Take Q y, z : Q y , z . Then c , c f Q y, z for all l gy z
qŽ . X XP p . Lemma 5.2.4 implies that y F y , z F z.
Conversely, take y F yX, zX F z. Then
y q y qXQ y q Q z : Q y q Q zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
˜ ˜ X X« Q y , z sQ y , z : c :Q y , z : c sQ y , z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z z
Similarly, by Remark 6.8, one has
X ˜ X ˜ X X X XX XQ y , z s Q y , z : c : Q y , z : c s Q y , z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y y
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence i . The assertion ii follows from i and 5.3.1
6.12. By Propositions 5.3.3, 6.8 and Corollaries 5.2.4, 6.10.1 we have the
following decompositions
minqSpec R s X y , y , X y , y s Q y , y , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .@q 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .y , y gW e W1 2
minwˇ ˇSpec R s X y , y , X y , y s Q y , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4@0 w 1 2 w 1 2 1 2 w
w
Ž .y , y gW e W1 2
minwSpec R s Y y , y , Y y , y s Q y , y . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .@0 w 1 2 w 1 2 1 2 w
w
Ž .y , y gW e W1 2
Let us show that the decompositions above are stratifications, i.e., that
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..each component X y , y resp., Y y , y , X y , y is locally closed1 2 w 1 2 w 1 2
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..and its closure X y , y resp., Y y , y , X y , y with respect to1 2 w 1 2 w 1 2
Jacobson topology is a union of components.
One has
X y , y s P g Spec Rq‹ Q y , y : P , c l P s B, c l P s B .Ž . Ž . 41 2 q 1 2 y y1 2
qŽ .  Ž . 4 Ž .Hence X y , y s P g Spec R ‹ Q y , y : P and X y , y is lo-1 2 q 1 2 1 2
cally closed.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proposition 6.11 implies that X z , z : X y , y provided y , y %1 2 1 2 1 2 y
XŽ . Ž . Ž .z , z . The inverse is also true. In fact, take P g X y , y . Fix z , z1 2 1 2 1 2
X Ž . Ž .g W e W such that P g X z , z . Then c l Q y , y s B for i s 1, 2.1 2 z 1 2i
Ž .By Lemma 5.2.4 this implies that y F z F z F y that is y , y %1 1 2 2 1 2 y
Ž . Ž . Ž .z , z . The same reasoning is suitable for X y , y , Y y , y .1 2 w 1 2 w 1 2
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COROLLARY 6.13.
X y , y s X z , z ,Ž . Ž .@1 2 1 2
Ž .z , z gW e W1 2
Ž . Ž .y , y % z , z1 2 1 2y
X y , y s X z , z ,Ž . Ž .@w 1 2 w 1 2
w
Ž .z , z gW e W1 2
Ž . Ž .y , y % z , z1 2 1 2y
Y y , y s Y z , z .Ž . Ž .@w 1 2 w 1 2
w
Ž .z , z gW e W1 2
Ž . Ž .y , y % z , z1 2 1 2y
7. MORE ABOUT THE STRATA
w xAll algebras in this section are noetherian. Using this and MCR , 2.1.16,
w y1 xwe will often identify the prime spectrum of the localization R c , c
being an Ore subset of R, with the subset
 4P g Spec R ‹ P l c s f .
Ž .7.1. In this section we will show that the components Y y , y ofw 1 2
Spec Rw are isomorphic for different w g W such that y F w F y . More-0 1 2
Ž . wover the components X y , y of Spec R are isomorphic to the compo-w 1 2 0
Ž . qnent X y , y of Spec R for all w g W such that y F w F y . Follow-1 2 q 1 2
w x Ž . Žing J3 we identify the component X y , y modulo an action of a group1 2
l .Z with the spectrum of a Laurent polynomial ring}see 7.4.2]7.4.4.2
All localizations considered are localizations of domains so the localiza-
tion maps are injective. We will sometimes denote by the same letter an
Ž .element of a ring R and its image in a localization or in a quotient of R.
Ž . qŽ . Ž . qŽ .LEMMA 7.1.1. Take P g X y, w . Then P l V n s Q y, w l V n
qŽ .for all n g P p .
qŽ . Ž . qŽ .Proof. Assume that P l V n / Q y, w l V n . By Lemma 5.2.2
n Ž .this implies that there exists a weight vector c g P _Q y, w . Choose lz
Ž . Ž .sufficiently large for z y wn Definition 6.1.3 such that l ) n . Then
Lemma 6.5.1 implies that
qyn n yl l yl l yl l yl lc c s c c q c c where c c g L w , 0 , c c g Q w .Ž . Ž .ww z w j w h w j w h
l Ž .q l Ž lyn n l. Ž .Then c g Q w so c s c c y c g P _Q y, w . By Remark 6.5.1h j w z h
˜n yl l yl lŽ . Ž .for all n g P p one has f c c s c c , that isw w j w j
clcn s qŽlywy1 j , n .cn cl. 15Ž .j w w j
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l qŽ .Let us show that c . f g P for all m g Q p and all elements f gj ym ym
Ž y. Ž . Ž qŽ . .U b of a weight ym . We prove this by induction on m g Q p , F .q
One has
y yD f g f m 1 q t m m f q U b m U b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýym ym ym q qymqh yh
0-h-m
16Ž .
Ž y. Ž y.where U b ‹ is the corresponding weight subspace of U b . Act byq h q
Ž . Ž .f on the both sides of 15 . Applying 16 and induction one obtainsym
cl. f cn s qŽlywy1 j , n .qŽ m , wn .cn cl. f mod P .Ž . Ž .j ym w w j ym
Ž .Using formula 9 we get
cl. f cn s qŽlywy1Ž jqm . , n .cn cl. f mod Qq wŽ .Ž . Ž .j ym w w j ym
qŽ . Ž 2Žwn , m .. n Ž l .and Q w : P. Therefore 1 y q c c . f g P for all n gw j ym
qŽ . lP p . Hence c . f g P.j ym
l Ž . yŽ . Ž y. Ž .Since c f Q y, w there exists ¤ g V l s U b u such that j ¤j y q yl
l l Ž y. ls 1. This implies that c g c .U b so c g P. This contradicts P gy j q y
Ž .X y, w .
COROLLARY 7.1.2.
Ž . Ž q.T  Ž .4i Spec R s Q y, z .q Ž y, z .g W e W
ˇw T wŽ . Ž .  Ž . 4ii Spec R s Q y, z .0 w Ž y, z .g W e W
ˇw wŽ . Ž .  Ž . 4iii X y, z s P g Spec R ‹ P l R s Q y, z .w 0 0 w
Ž . Ž . yl liv Take P g Y y, z . Then a weight ¤ector c c belongs to P iffw w j
l Ž .c g Q y, z .j
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The previous lemma implies i ; ii obtains from i , Lemma 3.2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and the diagram 4 . iii , iv obtain from ii and 5.3.2.
7.2. For any y, w, z g W let R y, w , z be the minimal subalgebra of
Fract Rq containing cy1, cy1, cy1. Both right and left action of T on Rqy w z
extend to R y, w , z. Denote the zero component of R y, w , z with respect to the
left T-action by R y, w , z. Then the right action of T on R y, w , z extends to the0 0
ˇ y, w , z ˇ ˇy, w , zaction of T. Denote the corresponding skew-product R a T by R .0 0
ˇw ˇy, w , zIt is clear that R ; R .0 0
Now take y F w F z. Recall that
y1 w y1 zQ y , z s Q y , z c l R , Q y , z s Q y , z c l R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w zw 0 z 0
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Therefore
R y , w , zQ y , z > Q y , z , R y , w , zQ y , z > Q y , z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w z z w0 0
This implies that
y , w , z y , w , z ˇy , w , z ˇ ˇy , w , z ˇR Q y , z s R Q y , z , R Q y , z s R Q y , z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w z w z0 0 0 0
Ž .  yl l 4 qFor any pair w , w g W = W set c [ c c .1 2 w , w w w lg P Žp .1 2 1 2
LEMMA 7.2.1. Take y F w F z. There are canonical isomorphisms of the
Ore localizations
;w y1 y1 y , w , z y , w , zR rQ y , z c , c “ R r R Q y , zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w0 w , z w , y 0 0
; z y1 y1“ R rQ y , z c , c , 17Ž . Ž .Ž .z0 z , w z , y
;w y1 y1 y , w , z y , w , zˇ ˇ ˇ ˇ ˇR rQ y , z c , c “ R r R Q y , zŽ . Ž .ž / ž /w w0 w , z w , y 0 0
; z y1 y1ˇ ˇ“ R rQ y , z c , c . 18Ž . Ž .ž /z0 z , w z , y
Proof. It is sufficient to check that all the localizations are well defined.
Observe that the image of the set c j c in the quotient ringw , z w , y
w Ž . Ž w Ž . .w y1 y1 xR rQ y, z consists of normal elements so R rQ y, z c , c is0 w 0 w w , z w , y
well defined.
Let us check that the image of the set c j c in the quotient ringz, y z, w
z Ž . q l qR rQ y, z is Ore. Since c is Ore in R it follows that for any c g R ,0 z w j
qŽ . m q X qŽ . l n Xn g P p there exist c g R , n g P p such that c c sh j w
n m Ž . yl l l ylc c . By 4.3 i c c and c c coincide up to a power of q modulow h z j j z









s cylcn c mcyn
X
Ž .Ž .z j z w z j w z z w h z
s cyn cn cyn c m mod Q y , z .Ž .Ž . Ž . zz w z h
z Ž .Hence the image of c is left Ore in R Q y, z . Similarly it is right Ore.z, w 0 z
z Ž .Since the image of the set c in the quotient ring R rQ y, z consists ofz, y 0 z
normal elements and they commute up to powers of q with the elements
of c , it follows that the image of c j c in the quotient ringz, w z, y z, w
z z y1 y1Ž . Ž Ž . .w xR rQ y, z is Ore. Hence R rQ y, z c , c is also well defined.0 z 0 z z, w z, y
PROPOSITION 7.2.2. Take y F w F z.
Ž . Ž .i The isomorphisms 17 gi¤e rise to an order preser¤ing bijection of
Ž . Ž .Y y, z onto Y y, z .w z
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Ž . Ž .ii The isomorphisms 18 gi¤e rise to an order preser¤ing bijection of
Ž . Ž .X y, z onto X y, z .w z
Ž .Proof. The definition of Y y, z and Corollary 6.10.1 imply thatw
w y1 y1Y y , z ( Spec R rQ y , z c , cŽ . Ž .Ž .ww 0 w , z w , y
s Spec R y , w , zr R y , w , zQ y , z .Ž .Ž .w0 0
Ž .Taking into account Lemma 7.2.1 and Corollary 7.1.2 iv , we conclude that
z y1 y1Y y , z ( Spec R rQ y , z c , cŽ . Ž .Ž .zw 0 z , w z , y
( P g Spec R z ‹ Q y , z ; P , P l c j c s BŽ . 4Ž .z0 z , w z , y
s P g Spec R z ‹ Q y , z ; P , P l c s B s Y y , z .Ž . Ž . 4z0 z , y z
Ž . Ž .This gives i ; the proof of ii is similar.
Ž .PROPOSITION 7.3. For e¤ery triple y, w, z such that y F w F z there is
Ž . Ž .an order preser¤ing bijection of X y, z onto X y, z .w
Proof. From the previous proposition we conclude that it is sufficient
Ž .to check the assertion for the triples y, z, z . Fix z g W. Using notations
ˇ ˇz ˇŽ . Ž .of 6.5, denote a subalgebra L z, 0 a T of R by L z, 0 and a subalgebra0
n z ˇŽ .  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .L z, 0 a c of R by L z . Define a map c : L z, 0 “ L z settingw n g P Žp .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. yzy1 n Ž .c a s a, for a g L z, 0 , c t n s c for all n g P p . We con-z
clude from 6.5 that c is an isomorphism of algebras. Denote by C the
ˇŽ . Ž .corresponding map of Spec L z, 0 onto Spec L z .
z Ž .q z Ž .qTaking into account that R Q z s R Q z we conclude from Lem-z
mas 6.5.1, 6.6 that
q qz z zˇ ˇ ˇR s Q z [ L z , 0 , R s R Q z [ L z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z0
Therefore there are the bijections
qzˇ ˇ ˇC : H [ P g Spec R ‹ Q z ; P “ Spec L z , 0 ,Ž . Ž .½ 5z1 1 0
ˇP ‹ P l L z , 0 ,Ž .
ˇ qŽ .with inverse I ‹ I [ Q z ;z
qz zC : H [ P g Spec R ‹ R Q z ; P “ Spec L z ,Ž . Ž . 42 2
P ‹ P l L z ,Ž .
z Ž .q Ž y1 .with inverse I ‹ I [ R Q z . Hence C (C(C is a bijection of H2 1 1
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Ž . zonto H . Identify X y, z and its image in Spec R given by the localiza-2
tion map Rq“ R z. Then
H s X y , z , H s X y , z .Ž . Ž .@ @1 z 2
yFz yFz
Ž y1 .Ž Ž .. Ž .Let us show that C (C(C X y, z s X y, z for all y F z. By2 1 z
Ž .Corollary 7.1.2 iii one has
ˇz zX y , z s P g Spec R ‹ P l R s Q y , z .Ž . Ž . 4zz 0 0
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .qSince Q y, z s Q y, z l L z, 0 [ Q z it follows thatz z
ˇC X y , z s P g Spec L z , 0 ‹ P l L z , 0 s Q y , z l L z , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž . z1 z
Ž . Ž . Ž .Observe that P l L z, 0 s C P l L z, 0 . Therefore
C(C X y , zŽ . Ž .Ž .1 z
s P g Spec L z ‹ P l L z , 0 s Q y , z l L z , 0 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z
Ž .Take J g X y, z . We conclude from Lemma 7.1.1, Lemma 6.6 that
C J l L z , 0 s cyn Vq n l J s Q y , z l L z , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý z2 z
qŽ .ngP p
Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž Ž ..Hence C X y, z : Im C(C X y, z . Since this holds for all y F z2 1 z
Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž Ž ..we conclude that C X y, z s Im C(C X y, z as required.2 1 z
Ž w Ž . .w y1 x7.4. Fix y F w. Using notation of 7.2, denote R rQ y, w c by0 w w , y
ˇ ˇ ˇw ˇS and set S [ S a T. Then the canonical map R “ S defines a bijection0
ˇ ˇŽ .of X y, w onto Spec S. We calculate Spec S in 7.4.1]7.4.3 below.w
yn n ˇŽ . Ž .7.4.1. For each n g P p , set z [ c c t yn q wn g S. The relationn w y
Ž . Ž . Ž ynywn , m . Ž .9 implies that z s s sz for all s g S. Since z t m s q t m zn n n n
ˇŽ .it follows that z g Z S iff yn s wn . Setn
P p [ n g P p ‹ yy1n y wy1n s 0 4Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .which is a subgroup of P p so that P p rP p is torsion-free. Choose a0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..subgroup P p such that P p s P p [ P p . Set T [ t P p ,1 0 1 0 0
ˇ ˇŽ Ž ..T [ t P p . Denote the subalgebra S a T of S by D. Then S s D a T .1 1 0 1
w xObserve that S is Noetherian, so by MCR , 2.9 D is also Noetherian.
LEMMA. The map c : J ‹ J l D is an order preser¤ing bijection of
Tˇˇ Ž .Spec S onto Spec D .
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ˇŽ . Ž . Ž .Proof. Since P p s P p [ P p it follows that T s T T . There-0 1 0 1
Tˇ T1 ˇŽ . Ž .fore Spec D s Spec D . By Lemma 3.2 c maps Spec S onto
Ž .T1 Ž .Spec D and the map I ‹ I a T is a right inverse of c . Let us show1
Ž .that this is also a left inverse of c , that is J s J l D a T for all1
ˇ ˇ Ž . Ž .J g Spec S. Fix J g Spec S, a g J. Write a s Ý a t m : m g P p , a gm m 1 m
D. Recall that the elements z commute with all elements of S andn
z t m s qŽ ynywn , m .t m z s qŽn , yy1 mywy1 m.t m z .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
ˇTherefore z s s sz for all s g D. Since z is invertible in S one hasn n n
z azy1 s a z t m zy1 s qŽn , yy1 mywy1 m.a t m g J .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn n m n n m
m m
Ž y1 y1 . Ž .The values y m y w m are pairwise distinct for different m g P p , so1
Ž . Ž . Ž .a t m g J for all m g P p . Then a g J l D and J s J l D a T asm 1 m 1
required.
Ž . Ž . Ž . r7.4.2. Let r be the rank of P p . Identify P p r2 P p with Z . For0 0 0 2
Ž . Ž Ž .. reach t n g T let d t n denote the image of n in Z . For s g S set0 2
Ž . r rd s [ 0. This defines Z grading on D. For g g Z denote the subspace2 2
 Ž . 4 ra g D ‹ d a s g by D . Denote by G the character group of Z . Forg 2
Ž .each g g G define u g Aut D setting u ‹ [ g g ? id. View G as actingg g D g
on ideals of D via the u : g g G and hence on Spec D. Since the ug g
Tˇˇ Ž .commute with the action of T it follows that G acts also on Spec D .
TˇŽ .LEMMA. The map taking I g Spec D to the minimal primes o¤er DI0
TˇŽ . Ž .with in¤erse P ‹ P l D is a bijection of Spec D onto the G orbits of0 0
TˇŽ .Spec D .
Proof. Since D s S a T it follows that D s D T s T D . This im-0 0 0 0 0
plies that DI is a two-sided graded ideal of D for any T invariant ideal I
Tˇw x Ž .of D . The reasoning of J1 , 1.3.9 implies that for any I g Spec D the0 0
minimal primes Q over DI form a single G orbit and satisfy I s Q l Di i 0
for all i.
TˇŽ .Let us show that the inverse map is well defined. Fix P g Spec D and
set I [ P l D . Assume that I is not prime. Then, by Lemma 3.1, there0
exist homogeneous a, b g D _ I such that aD b : I. Then aDb s0 0
aD T b s aD bT : IT : P that contradicts P being prime and com-0 0 0 0 0
pletes the proof.
ˇwRemark. For i s 1, . . . , l define the element s g Aut R by thei 0
formulas
s ‹ w s id; s t v s yt v ; s t v s t v for j / i .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i R i i i i j j0
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l ˇwConsider the group Z : Aut R generated by the automorphisms s .2 0 i
This group acts naturally on D and the image of Z l in Aut D identifies2
with G.
ˇ7.4.3. Denote the subalgebra of S generated by the central elements
Ž .z : yn s wn by Z. Take m g P p ; then m s yn q wn for some n suchn
Ž .that yn s wn iff m g 2 P p . It follows that Z ; D and Z is a Laurent0 0
Ž Ž ..polynomial ring of the rank r. Since D s S at 2 P p it follows that0 0
ˇ ˇŽ .D ( S m Z as T algebras the action of T on Z is trivial . Since S is0
noetherian, D is also noetherian.0
TˇŽ . Ž .LEMMA. i The map P ‹ P l Z is an isomorphism of Spec D onto0
Spec Z.
TˇŽ . Ž .ii For each P g Spec D , the quotient D rP is a domain.0 0
TˇŽ .Proof. Take P g Spec D . Since P is prime and Z is contained in0
Ž .the center of D one has P l Z g Spec Z.0
ˇTake any I g Spec Z. Since Z is T invariant then Q [ SI is a two-sided
Tˇ invariant ideal of D contained in P. Identify D with S m Z. Then0 0
ˇ ˇŽ .Q s S m I and D rQ ( S m ZrI as T algebras, where the action of T0
Ž .  4on ZrI is trivial. Since ZrI is a domain, G [ ZrI _ 0 is an Ore subset
Ž . Ž . Ž .w y1 xof S m ZrI . Set F [ Fract ZrI and identify S m ZrI G with
ˇ Ž .S m F. The action of T on S m ZrI extends to S m F. By definition
Ž w Ž . .w y1 xS s R rQ y, w c . This is a domain for any choice of the base field0 w w , y
Ž . Ž .K = k q . Set for a moment K [ F. Then we get that S m F is a domain
Ž .so S m ZrI is also a domain. Hence Q is a completely prime ideal of
Ž .D . Since Q l Z s I this establishes the surjectivity in i .0
TˇŽ . Ž .Take P g Spec D and set I [ P l Z . Again set Q s SI and0
Ž .define G, F as above. Denote by P the image of PrQ in S m ZrI which
ˇis a prime T invariant ideal. Recall that P l Z s I so P l G s B. Hence
y1 y1ˇw x Ž .w xP G is a prime T invariant ideal of S m ZrI G s S m F. Corol-
ˇŽ .lary 7.1.2 ii implies that the zero ideal is the only T invariant prime ideal
X X Ž . Ž .of the ring S m K for any field K containing k q . Hence P s 0 that is
Ž . Ž .P s Q. This establishes ii and injectivity in i .
ˇw y1Ž Ž . .w x7.4.4. Recall that Z is a subalgebra of R rQ y, w c generated0 w w , y
yn n Ž . Ž .by the central elements z [ c c t 2wn where n g P p such thatn w y
Ž .yn s wn . For each z g W denote by r z the rank of the free group
Ž .  Ž . 4 w Ž . Ž . Ž .P p [ m g P p ‹ zm s m one has r z s l y s z , where s z de-z
xnotes the minimal length of an expression for z as a product of reflections .
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Ž y1 .Then rk Z s r w y . Combining 7.4]7.4.3 one obtains the
Ž Ž . .w y1 xPROPOSITION. The map P ‹ PrQ y, w c l Z is an isomorphismw w , y
l Ž .of the space of Z orbits in X y, w onto Spec Z.2 w
Now Propositions 7.2.2, 7.3, 7.44 give the
THEOREM 7.5.
Ž . q Ž .i Spec R s X y, z ,@q
Ž .y , z gW e W
Ž . lwhere each X y, z is isomorphic up to an action of Z to the spectrum of the2
Ž y1 .Laurent polynomial ring of rank r y z .
ˇwŽ . Ž .ii Spec R s X y, z ,@0 w
w
Ž .y , z gW e W
Ž . Ž . qwhere each X y, z is isomorphic to the component X y, z of Spec R .w q
Ž q q. qqRemark 7.6. Assume that P g Spec R _Spec R that is R : P.q
One can show that this is equivalent to existence of a fundamental weight
qŽ .v such that V v lies in P. Definei i
I [ i ‹ Vq v : P . 4Ž .i
q  qŽ . 4The quotient of R on the two-sided ideal generated by V v , i g Ii
is isomorphic to the algebra Rq corresponding to the semisimple LieI
algebra g whose Dynkin diagram is obtained from the original one byI
excluding the vertices belonging to I.
Thus
Spec Rqs Spec Rq .@ q I
I
This justifies the name ‘‘non-degenerate part’’ we used for Spec Rq.q
7.7. Denote by Prim Rq the set of primitive ideals of Rq which doq
qq w xnot contain R . Using BG , 1.4 we obtain the following corollary of
Theorem 7.5.
COROLLARY. Suppose that k is uncountable. Then one has
ˇw maxPrim R s X y , z ,Ž .@0 w
w
Ž .y , z gW e W
Prim Rqs X max y , z ,Ž .@q
Ž .y , z gW e W
max Ž . Ž maxŽ ..where X y, z resp., X y, z is the set of maximal elements inw
Ž . Ž Ž ..X y, z resp., in X y, z .w
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Remark 7.7.1. Exactly as in Remark 7.6
Prim Rqs Prim Rq .@ q I
I
8. UNIQUENESS RESULTS
In this section we present a simple example of the use of the prime
ˇwspectra of R to distinguish these algebras.0
ˇwWe start from the explanation how from the algebra structure of R0
one can reconstruct the Dynkin diagram of g. Then, using the description
of the height 1 prime ideals, we prove in the case when g is a simple Lie
algebra whose Dynkin diagram has no non-trivial automorphisms, that
ˇw ˇwX X XR ( R implies either w s w or w s w w .0 0 0
ˇw8.1. Fix w g W and consider R [ R as an abstract algebra. Note that0
U U ˇthe set R of the invertible elements of R coincides with K T s
U Ž Ž .. U UK t P p . Denote by KR the K-vector subspace of R spanned by R .
U ˇThen KR s KT.
For any invertible element t g RU consider the automorphism f :t
y1  U4R “ R mapping a to t at and set F [ f , t g R . Observe thatt
U X Ž .Xf s f iff t g K t so F ( P p . Clearly the action of F on R ist t
semisimple and all eigenvalues of any f g F are integer powers of q. For
Žany eigenvector a g R of the system F this means that a is a weight
. Ž . xaŽf .vector let x be the map F “ Z such that f a s q a. For a homo-a
x  4 xmorphism x : F “ Z set R [ a g R ‹ x s x . Then R is a freea
KRU-module where the action of the subalgebra KRU on R is given by the
Ž .  x 4right multiplication. Set V R [ x : F “ Z ‹ R / 0 .
Define the F-character of R by
ch R [ rk R xe x .ÝF
Ž .xgV R
Ž .For each m g Q p set
ˇw ˇw Ž m , n .R ‹ [ a g R ‹ ;n g P p t yn at n s q aŽ . Ž . Ž . 40 m 0
ˇw ˇw w ˇand write rwt a s m for a g R ‹ . Clearly R ‹ s R ‹ T. Recall that0 m 0 m 0 m
y1w bch R s 1 y e . 19Ž . Ž .Ł0
ybgwD
Ž . lTherefore V R ( N as semigroups where l is the rank of g. Define a
Ž . Ž .partial ordering on V R by setting x - x iff x y x g V R .1 2 2 1
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 4 xSet M s 0 . Define inductively N as the set of x such that rk R is0 rq1
greater than the coefficient of e x in the expression
X y1x1 y eŽ .Ł
X
x gM j ??? jM0 r
and let M be the set of minimal elements of N . The characterrq1 rq1
Ž .formula 19 implies that the set M corresponds to the set of simple roots1
of g and the set M corresponds to the set Dq of positive roots havingr r
height r. Thus we obtain a description of the set of the positive roots of g
in terms of the algebra structure of R.
8.2. Now assume that g is a Lie algebra such that its Dynkin diagram
has no non-trivial automorphisms. Then there exists a unique map i:
Ž . qŽ . Ž . qV R “ Q p such that i M s D . Moreover for any weight vectorr r
Ž . y1a g R one has i x s yw rwt a. Thus for any weight vector a g R thea
Ž y1 .value yw rwt a is intrinsically determined.
Ž . Ž .4By the assumption, w s yid and so X e, w s 0 for any w g W.0 w 0
ˇw ˇ yŽ . ŽThus the height 1 prime ideals of R are of the form Q s i such that0 i w
ˇ q. Ž . Ž . w xs F w or Q w s i such that w s G w . Theorem 3 of J2 implies thati 0 i s 0 i
q v i q y v i q ˇ yŽ . Ž Ž . . Ž .Q w s s c R similarly Q s s c R . Therefore each Q s0 i w i e i w0ˇ qŽ Ž . .resp., Q w s is a principal ideal generated by an element of the form0 i w
yv i v i U ˇ yv i v iŽ .c t where c [ c c and t g K T resp., d t, where d [ c c .i i w w i i w e0
Ž y1 Ž .. y1 Ž y1 Ž ..Note that yw rwt c t s v q w v and yw rwt d t s v yi i i i i
wy1v . Thus we obtain the multiseti
˜ y1 y1A [ v q w v , i : w s G w , v y w v , i : s F w . 4i i 0 i i i i
Observe that v y wy1 w v s 0 if w s h w and v y wy1v s 0 if s g w.i 0 i 0 i i i i
˜Therefore, adding an appropriate number of zeroes, we obtain from A the
multiset
A [ v q wy1v , v y wy1v , i s 1, . . . , l . 4i i i i
ˇOur goal is to reconstruct w from A. Denote by D the set of coroots and
by p the set of simple coroots. Setˇ
l
2 21ˇ ˇ ˇ ˇ² : ² :B [ b g D ‹ b , a y b , v s 1 .Ý Ý i2½ 5
agA is1
y1Ž .It is easy to see that B s w yp j p .ˇ ˇ
ˇw ˇz y1 y1Ž . Ž .Hence R ( R implies that w yp j p s z yp j p . It is easyˇ ˇ ˇ ˇ0 0
to show that for a simple Lie algebra the last equality holds iff w s z or
w s w z. We can summarize our conclusions as follows.0
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Ž . Ž X.PROPOSITION 8.3. i Assume that R resp., R is an algebra of the form
ˇw X XŽ .R for some semisimple Lie algebra g resp., g . Then R ( R implies that0
g ( gX.
Ž .ii Assume that g is a simple Lie algebra such that its Dynkin diagram
ˇw ˇwX Xha¤e no non-tri¤ial automorphisms. Then R ( R implies that either w s w0 0
or w s wX w .0
ˇw ˇw w 0Remark. It is easy to derive from 2.2 that the algebras R and R0 0
are opposite.
9. THE CENTER OF Rw0
Ž l.y1 q ylDenote the element c of Fract R by c . Setj j
Uq l q qA [ a g Fract R ‹ c a g R for some l g P p , j g V V l .Ž . Ž .Ž . 4j
Ž . q ylThe right action of U g on R extends to A and a s c b is a weightq j
vector iff b g Rq is a weight vector.
Ž e .LEMMA 9.1. Let a be a weight ¤ector of A. Then a g Z Fract R iff0
yn n Ž .a g Kc c for some n g P p satisfying w n s yn .e w 00
w x Ž . Ž . qŽ . Ž qŽ ..Proof. By J1 , 9.1.4 i , 10.1.11 ii for any n , l g P p , m g V V l
one has
clcn s qŽn , myl.cncl, clcn s qyŽw 0n , myw 0 l.cn cl. 20Ž .m e e m m w w m0 0
w 0n n w 0n n Ž . eThis implies that c c b s bc c for any n g P p , b g R . Hencew e w e 00 0
yn n Ž e .c c g Z Fract R if w n s yn .e w 0 00
Let us prove the converse. For each b g A consider the set of pairs
Ž . qŽ . Ž qŽ .. l q4l, j g P p = V V l ‹ c b g R . This set admits a lexicographicj
Ž . Ž X X. X X Xpreorder l, j F l , j iff l F l or l s l and j F j . The expression
yl Ž q. Ž .b s c d d g R will be called a reduced decomposition if the pair l, jj
is a minimal with respect to the preorder above.
Set
B [ b g Rq‹ b f cv i Rq, b f cv i Rq for all i s 1, . . . , l . 4w e0
q n 1 n 2 X qŽ . XGiven b g R write b s c c b : n , n g P p , b g B. Theorem 3 ofw e 1 20
w x Ž .q v i q Ž Ž .y v i q.J2 implies that Q w s s c R similarly Q s s c R . Since0 i w i e0
Ž .q Ž .y q XQ w s , Q s are completely prime ideals of R it follows that n , n , b0 i i 1 2
are uniquely determined. The element bX will be called the abnormal part
of b.
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Ž e .Let a be a non-zero weight vector of A and let a g Z Fract R . Fix a0
reduced decomposition a s cyld. Let cl1, cl2 be the abnormal parts ofj m m1 2
cl,d respectively. One hasj
a s cyld s q rcyn 1 cn 2 cyl1 cl2 for some n , n g P p , r g Z.Ž .j w e m m 1 20 1 2
Set b [ cyl1 cl2. Observe that b s cyl1 cl2 is a reduced decomposition.m m m m1 2 1 2
Let cn be a weight vector of Rq. One has cyn cn a s acyn cn.h e h e h
Ž .The relations 20 imply that
cn b s q rbcn for some r g Z. 21Ž .h h
Moreover one has
bcv i s qŽwt e b i , v i.cv i b , where wt b s m y m y l q l .e e e 2 1 2 1
Act by e on both sides of the relation above. Taking into account thati
Ž .wt b.e s wt b y a we obtaine i e i
qŽwt e b , v i. 1 y qy2 cv i b.e s bcv i y qŽwt e b , v i.yŽa i , rwt b.cv i b.Ž .Ž . e i s si i
Ž . v iŽ . v iUsing 21 we conclude that c b.e g Kbc . One hase i si
b.e s cyl1 cl2 .e s cyl1 cl2 .e y qŽa i , m1ym 2 .cyl1 cl1 .e cyl1 cl2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i m m i m m i m m i m m1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2
y2
l1s c dŽ .m1
for some d g Rq. Therefore
y2 2
v l v v l v l l vi 1 i i 1 i 1 2 ic c d g Kbc « c d g K c bc s Kc c c .Ž . Ž .e m s e m s m m s1 i 1 i 1 2 i
l1 l2 l1 l2 v i Ž .y v i Ž .yRecall that c , c g B so c c c f Q s . Since c g Q s itm m m m s i e i1 2 1 2 i
v i yw 0 v i Ž .yfollows that d s 0 so b.e s 0. Replacing c by c and Q s byi e w i0
Ž .qQ s w we get b. f s 0. Since b.e s b. f s 0 it follows that b.t s b.i 0 i i i i
Let us check that l s 0. Assume the converse. Then cl1 / cl1 since1 m w1 0
cl1 g B. Therefore there exists i such that cl1.e / 0.m m i1 1
Since b.e s 0, b.t s b one hasi i
y1
l l l l l2 1 1 1 2c .e s c b .e s c .e b « b s c .e c .e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m i m i m i m i m i2 1 1 1 2
Ž l1 . l1 yl1 l2Yet rwt c .e - rwt c this contradicts b s c c being a reducedm i m m m1 1 1 2
decomposition.
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Now, l s 0 and therefore cl2.e s cl2. f s 0 for all i s 1, . . . , l. Then1 m i m i2 2
U U n 1 n 2 Ž e .l s 0 so b g K . Hence a g K c c . Since a g Z Fract R it follows2 w e 00
Ž . Ž .that n q n s 0. Moreover the relations 20 imply that n , m y1 2 2
Ž . yŽ . U n 1 yn 1w n , m s 0 for any m g Q p . Hence a g K c c and n q w n0 1 w e 1 0 10
s 0 as required.
9.2. Let u be the automorphism of the Dynkin diagram defined by the
property w v s yv . One has u 2 s 1. Set0 i u Ž i.
 4  4I [ i g 1, . . . , l ‹ u i s i , I [ i g 1, . . . , l ‹ u i ) i . 4  4Ž . Ž .
yv vi iSet z [ c c ; for i g I set z [ z z .˜i e w i i u Ž i.0
e y1 w 0 Ž e .One has z g R , z g R . For w s e the center Z R is thei 0 i 0 0
 4polynomial algebra generated by the set M [ z : i g I , z : i g I }see˜i i
w x Ž w 0.J1 , 7.1.20. Similarly Z R is the polynomial algebra generated by the0
y1  y1 4 Ž w .set M s m : m g M . We will show that Z R is the polynomial0
Ž y1 . walgebra generated by the set M j M l R .0
Ž w .For a more precise description of the set of generators of Z R set0
y y 4I [ i g I ‹ wv s v , I [ i g I ‹ wv s v , wv s v ,½ 5w i i w i i u Ž i. u Ž i.
q  4I [ i g I ‹ wv s w v ,w i 0 i
qI [ i g I ‹ wv s w v , wv s w v .½ 5w i 0 i u Ž i. 0 u Ž i.
w y y y1 w y1 4 Then M l R s z : i g I , z : i g I and M l R s z : i g˜0 i w i w 0 i
q y1 q4I , z : i g I .˜w i w
Ž w .PROPOSITION 9.2.1. The center Z R is the polynomial algebra generated0
Ž y1 . wby the set C [ M j M l R .0
yn n Ž .Proof. Set z [ c c for all n g P p satisfying w n s yn . Observen e w 00
that Rw ; A. Then, in view of Lemma 9.1, it suffices to show that any0
element z g Rw can be expressed as a product of elements of C.n 0
y  4 q  4Write n s Ýk v and set A [ i : k - 0 , A [ i : k ) 0 . Seti i i i
n [ y k v , n [ k v .Ý Ý1 i i 2 i i
y qigA igA
qŽ .Then n s n y n , n , n g P p . Since w n s yn it follows that k2 1 1 2 0 u Ž i.
Ž ". "s k so u A s A and w n s yn , w n s yn . Hencei 0 1 1 0 2 2
z s zy1 z , z s z k i z k i ,˜Ł Łn n n n i i1 2 1 y yigIlA igIlA
z s z k i z k i .˜Ł Łn i i2 q qigIlA igIlA
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w q Ž wLet us show that z g R for all i g A then also z g R for i g I l˜i 0 i 0
q. y1 w yA and z g R for all i g A .i 0
Observe that z g Rw if wv s v and zy1 g Rw if wv s w v . Hencei 0 i i i 0 i 0 i
Ž . qit suffices to check that wv s v resp., wv s w v for all i g Ai i i 0 i
Ž y.resp., i g A .
w qŽ .Since z g R there exists l g P p such thatn 0
cylcl s z s cyn 1 cn 2 cn1 cyn 2 « clcn1 cn 2 g KUcl cn 2 cn1 .w j n w w e e j w e w w e0 0 0 0
q n 2 Ž .y n 2 n1 Ž .yTake i g A . Then c g Q s , whereas c c f Q s . From thee i w e i0
l Ž .yformula above we conclude that c g Q s so wv s v . Similarly i gw i i i
yA implies that wv s w v .i 0 i
Remark 9.2.2. Proposition 9.2.1 implies that the rings Rw are in gen-0
eral non-isomorphic: they have centers of different Gelfand]Kirillov di-
mension. Observe that this dimension is maximal if w s e, w . If g is0
Ž w . Ž e .simple then for all w / e, w one has dim Z R - dim Z R .0 0 0
Ž w . Ž e .In fact, let w be such that dim Z R s dim Z R . This implies that0 0
y q y q  4 I s I j I and I s I j I . Set I [ i ‹ wv s v , I [ i ‹ wvw w w w 1 i i 2 i
4  4s w v . Then I j I s 1, . . . , l , I l I s B. Observe that w g W0 i 1 2 1 2 2
 4where W is a subgroup of W which is generated by s : i ‹ wv / v s2 i i i
 4s : i g I . Similarly, w w g W where W is a subgroup of W which isi 2 0 1 1
 Ž . 4  4 Ž . y1generated by s : i ‹ w w v / v s s : i g I . Since w s w w w iti 0 i i i 1 0 0
follows that w g W W so W s W W . Since g is simple, one has either0 1 2 1 2
W s W or W s W . This means that w s e or w s w .1 2 0
APPENDIX: INDEX OF NOTATIONS
Symbols used frequently are given below under the section number
where they are first defined.
ˇ ˇ y "1 wŽ . Ž . Ž .2.1. k, K, U g , T , U g , U n , e , f , t , l, W, Sq q q i i i
2.2. w0
Ž . "Ž . Ž . qŽ . Ž . l2.3. p , Q p , Q p , v , P p , G , P p , t , V l , c ,i j , ¤
q q q l l w w ˇww xR G , V l , R , V V l , c , c , c , R , R , RŽ . Ž .Ž .q w j w 0 0
w y1 x2.6. A c
3.2. a
4. lwt, rwt, ?‹ , ?‹ l, cll m
"Ž .4.1. J hl
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"Ž .4.2. J hl w
4.3. f n , Fw w
"Ž .5.1. D nP
5.2. Pqq, Spec Rqq
Ž .5.2.1. X y , yy q
Ž q.T Ž w .T5.2.2. Spec R , Spec Rq
"Ž . "Ž .H Ž ."5.2.3. V l , V l , Q yy y
5.2.4. W e W
5.3.1. Spec Rqw
w
Ž . Ž .5.3.3. W e W, X y , y , Y y , yw 1 2 w 1 2
6.1.1. w , « , f U , eU , f U , eUi i i i w w
Ž ."6.1.2. Q y w
6.4. wtw
Ž .6.6. Q y, w w
Ž .6.7. Q y, w
ˇŽ . Ž .6.10. Q y , y , Q y , y1 2 w 1 2 w
6.11. %y
7.2. cw , w1 2
ˇ7.4. S, S
Ž . Ž .7.4.1. z , P p , P p , T , T , Dn 0 1 0 1
7.4.2. D , G0
7.4.3. Z
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